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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN.
SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1906.

VOL. 43.
CHICAGO CANNED
MEATS ARE BAD

ROOSEVELT
E

For Presidency
John Sharp Williams Wrong.
BRYAN

LEflOS

NO. 124

PROCLAIMING ELECTION
CONVENTION DELEGATES

Says the State Board of Health of
massacnuseiib nn reamers on
Chicken.
Boston, Mass., July 14. After an investigation covering several weeks the
Massachusetts state hoard of health
In a statement Issued July 11 scores
canned meats put up by Chicago packers and sold in this state as In many
Instances adulterated, made up of refuse or filled with boric preservatives.'
The report which is especially severe on the Armour canned goods,
goes into detail with the results of
Us examination of 150 cans of meats
products purchased by Its agents in
the open market. Many of these are
declared unfit for food. The report
slates that the stuff labeled potted
tongue, chicken, beef, toneue and ham
was not made of the articles they were
supposed to contain. Cans labeled
potted tongue were found to contain
epithelium, which is a layer of cells
lining the alimentary canal, and all
Its appendages, canals and duets. Rnr.
lc acid and other preservatives are
found In canned deviled ham, and
instead of muscular fiber pieces of To the People of the Territory of New Mexico:
scrap and debris are the elements. An
On the sixteenth day of Juno, 190r, the Preaidont of the United States approved an Act of the
examination of the contents of two
specimen cans of boned chicken put Congress, entitled:
up by a Chicago house revealed skin
and pin feathers, and the meat was
"An Act to enable the people of Oklahoma and of Indian Territory to form
bad in appearance,
lu nearlv Avon- a constitution and State government and be admitted into the Union on an
case the canned corned beef was found
equal footing with the original States; and to enable the people of New Mexto have been saturated with boric acid.
All samples were put up in
ico and of Arizona to form a constitution and State government and be adChicago.
Four specimens of chicken loaf were
mitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original States."
tested and none was good. All contained a liberal amount of cornmeal
Sections 23 to 41 inclusive of the said Act of Congress provide that the inhabitants of all that
and one was preserved wlth boric acid
All were put up In
part of the area of the United States now constituting the Territories of Arizona and New Mexico,
Chicago.
The report states that ti,A
abattoirs in Massachusetts are clean may, if the people of these Territories so elect, become the State of Arizona, and set forth in detail the
ami wen conducted.
procedure whereby the wishes of the people of the two Territories are to be ascertained.

Will

Be Constructed Across Southern
Part of Territory Opening Up
Rich Mines.

Phoenix, Ariz., July 14. The
is in possession of reliable Information that the Santa Fe Company
is now having made a survey that
means there will probably be a new
railroad In northern Arizona that not
only will open up a fine mineral and
grazing and untraversed country, but
will divert the main line of the Santa
Pe for a few hundred miles, doing
away with the long and tiring grades
In northwestern Arizona.
The surveying party is pushing its
way in a southwesterly direction and
the proposed route will leave
the
Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix at Bang-hartouching Slmson in the Williamson Valley, and following the streams
that dip in a southeastern direction to
the Colorado River.
JaKing a small creek that springs
up just west of the Williamson Valley, the road will follow this to the
Rio Simla Maria and to where that
stream pours lis water into the Bill
Williams fork. Bill Williams fork
will be followed to the valley of the
Colorado, and then the road will cut
straight across that level stretch of
country, leaving the Bill Williams and
going straight to Parker on the Colo
rado.
That l. the point which the Arizona
& Colorado, another of the Santa Fe
lines, is building to. It pushes west
from Wickenberg, and while it has a
much more mountainous section to
work through, it is being rapidly
nuiit and will probably be in operation to the Colorado some time in
1907. At Parker a bridge will
span
the Colorado, and from there a way
will be picked through the mountain
It is provided by Section 21 of the said Act that, at the general election to be held on the sixth passes to Siara on the main line.
The line from Wickenberg will give
day of November, nineteen hundred and six, all the electors of said Territories, respectively, qualified this section a more direct route to
to vote at such election, are thereby authorized to vote for and choose delegates to form a convention Arizona than the Santa Fe now possesses, while the other will give the
for said Territories, which convention shall consist of one hundred and ten delegates, sixty-siof northern Santa Fe system an easy
grade over a stretch from Slam to
which delegates shall be elected to said convention by the people of the Territory of New Mexico and Ash Fork.
The section of the country to be
orty-fou- r
by the people of the Territory of Arizona, and that the governors, chief justices and secre traversed from Banghart is not a new
taries of each of said Territories, respectively, shall apportion the delegates to be thus elected from country from a mining standpoint, as
it has been prospected quite freely
their respective Territories, as nearly as may be, equitably among the several counties thereof, in and is known to be richly mineralized.
The Santa Maria Valley and
accordance with the voting population as shown by the vote cast for Delegate in Congress in the
the Bill Williams Valley are both ferthe country, which Is now
Territories in nineteen hundred and four. It is further provided by the said Act, that the tile and settled
because of the lack
sparsely
of transportation, will become one of
governors of said Territories, respectively, shall within thirty days after the approval thereof, t
theh well settled sections of Arizona.
on or before July sixteenth, 1906, issue a proclamation in which the aforesaid
apportionment of dele- The ranges there are good and are
already occupied
many herds, that
gates to the convention shall be fully specified and announp'id, and in which other matters, hereinafter will increase withby the
Los Angeles
market made so handy to them.
referred to, shall be clearly stated.

Says Minority Leader Tells
Story Comparing Executive to Old Woman.
New York, July 14 Before sailing
today for London as a delegate to the
International Parliamentary congress
Representative John Sharp Williams,
the minority leader in the house, gave
It as his opinion that President Roosevelt would consent to run again. "1
think," said Williams, "that the presi
dent is planning so that he will be asked to make the race. The president
rather reminds me of an old lady of
Saragossa, who hung anout asking
when the gentlemen were going to he- gin kissing as she wanted to be there."
Bryan Logical Choice of Democrats.
"W. J. Bryan is the logical candidate of the Democratic party," said
Williams.
Roosevelt Positively Not a Candidate.
Oyster Hay July 14 Wheu the interview of J. Sharp Williams was shown
Mr. Loeb, Secretary to the President,
"The President
today Leob said:
meant exactly what he said on the
night of his election, that he would
not be a candidate again for office;
that statement is irrevocable."

ONCE WEALTHY
DIES IN STABLE

OFFICIAL

HE

CALL BY

EXECUTIVE

Apportionment of Members and Regulations (or Voting Prescribed by Governor Hagerman With Great

t,

Particularity.

ASKS JUDGMENT
BE SET ASIDE
Romero Adds to Complications
Albuquerque First Street
Suit.

in

x

Remarkable Career of James Manning
Albuquerque, N. M., July
Who Led Garfield's Assassin
Neill B. Feild has given notice
To Scafford.
that he will make a motion hofnro
Judge John R. McFie. of the First .Tn.
Chicago, July 14 James Manning, dicial District, to set aside the
judg
57 years old, the man who led Guiteau,
ment round against the defendants in
President Garfield's slayer to the gal- the case of Nick
stone
Metz,
contractor.
lows, and who served several terraB versus Andres
and A. L. Mor
as marshal of the District of Columbia, gan, on June 1,Romero
1906. He says that he
died July 11, a wrecked and broken will
include in his motion that the
man, in a stable at 146 Thirty-firs- t
writ of fieri facias issued at that time
street. '
be recalled.
was
Manning
employed occasionally
Metz brought suit for liidmmnnt
as a stall sweeper in the stable, which
Romoro and Morgan for stone
against
'
was owned oy Henry Pkau.
work as
flano on a
To Skau, in snatches of conversabuilding recently erected by Romero.
tion when he was a talkative, Man- Metz
asked for $1,180. which he al
ning detailed the remarkable history leged was due aa
gUcovbamc, therefore, with such provisions of the said Act, I, Hehbert J. Hagerman,
per contract, and
his
of his
and
grad- which
greatness
the defendants refused to Day. Governor of New Mexico, do
ual fall.
hereby specify and announce, that, pursuant to an official call dated June
to pay only $150. The motion
Here is the remarkable chronology offering
will be made before Judge McFie in 27, 1906, the Chief Justice of the
Territory of New Mexico, and the Secretary of the said Territory,
1849 Born at Washington.
the absence of Judge Abbott.
1860 Appointed marshal of the Disdid meet with the Governor of the Territory in the Executive Offices in Santa Fe, and, after a full and
trict of Columbia.
1881 Led Guiteau to the gallows for
careful consideration of the subject and a thorough examination of the certified election returns of the
BOURKE COCHRAN TO
President Garfield's assassination.
1885 Figured in a society scandal.
MARRY MISS IDE several counties of the Territory, showing the total vote cast for Delegate to Congress at the general
1886 Left his wife and daughters,
s
election held in November, 1901, found that the total vote cast for all candidates for Delegate to
dividing his fortune with them.
Engagement of Daughter of Governor
1886 to 1906 Roamed America, first
General of Philippines Has
at the said.election was 13,011; that, as sixty-sidelegates are to be apportioned from among
as a wealthy plunger and sportsman,
Been Announced.
a
then aa a race track tout, finally as
the several count&s in accordance with the voting population as shown by such total vote, the unit for
stable hand.
Santa Barbara, Calif., July 11 For apportionment is One delegate for each 652 votes cast at such
July 11, 1906 Died in a hay loft of
general election; that fractions in excess
mal announcement has been made at
a Chicago Btable.
of said unit, which would be 826, should entitle a county to another delegate. Upon this
"Wine, women and song, the races Manila of the engagement of Miss of one-hal- f
and the cards did It," Manning had Anna Ide, eldest daughter of Gover
often told the stable hands who loved nor General Henry C. Ide of the Phil- basis the number of delegates apportioned to each county was, and I do hereby specifically announce
to gather about him and hear stories ippines, to Congressman Bourke Coch- the same to be as follows:
of his days of power and respectabil- ran of New York. It did not come
as a surprise to Miss Ide's intimate
To Bernalillo County
5 Delegates
ity.
Manning quit office with a bank ac- friends in Santa Barbara, though it
' " Chaves
2
"
count of $50,000.
will be news to society In many cities
in this and other
countries.
Mr.
" Colfax
4
Cochran first met Miss Ide during the
MRS. LESLIE CARTER
trip with the Taft party to the Orient.
" DoSa Ana
3
"
ACTRESS IS MARRIED The wedding will not take place until
"
1
"
" Eddy
after the return of Governor General
Ide in October..
"Nelth-Ha" Grant
To William L. Payne, an Actor
3
"
Been Through Cere" Guadalupe "
"
2
mony Before."
to-wi-

-

f

one-tim- e

Con-gres-

x

d

BRYAN'S GARB

SHOCKS TAILORS
Portsmouth, N. H., July 14. Mrs.
Leslie Carter iihe well known actress,
was married here yesterday to Will- London
Paper
Says Ambassador
iam L. Payne, under the name of
Reid's Clothing Was English
Caroline L. Dudley. She gave her age
Nebraskan's Coat Shapeless.
as 33 years. Upon being asked Usual
questions by the clergyman, both partLondon, July 14. The Tailor and
ies
had never been
that
replied
they
married before.
Belaseo Confirms Marriage Report.
New York July 14 Belaseo today
confirmed the report that Mrs. Leslie
Carter, the actress was married yesterday at Portsmouth, New Hampture,
to William L. Payne, an actor. "I
have spoken to Mrs. Carter over the
long distance telephone," said Belaseo,
"and she admitted the story as true."

Cutter, criticising the men's dress at
Ambassador Reid's reception, on July
4, says there was no difficulty In recognizing the ambassador's frock coat
as of London manufacture. 'Mr. Bryan's frock coat," the paper says, "was
heavy and shapeless compared with
the ambassador's and Indeed, somber-nes- s
was observable In all the Ameri
can attire, quite hurtful, even offen-- '
slvp to English tailors' taste.

,

San Francisco, July 14. The corporation composed of members of the finance committee together with Governor Pardee and Mayor Schmitz having
at its command $3,750,000 of the relief fund will immediately proceed to
erect permanent houses for the shelter of the city's homeless. This was
decided on at a metting of the committee yesterday,
JOINT 8TATEHOOD BUTTONS IN SILVER CITY.
Silver City July 14 Joint statehood
buttons have made their appearance
In this city during the past few days
and, from the large number worn one
would think that everyone in this locality was In favor of Joint statehood
for New Mexico and Arizoqa

"

2

" Luna

"

i

'

1

"

" Mora

"

4

"

" Otero

"

2

" Quay
" Rio Arriba

"

1

"

5

""

" Roosevelt

"

1

"

" McKinley

'" Sandoval

j

TO BUILD HOUSES
FOR HOMELESS MORE MONEY FOR
HONDO PROJECT

Relief Committee of San Francisco Hat
Over Three Million Dollars
of
Interior
Increases
Secretary
For Purpose,
Amount From $240,000 to

" Lincoln

Washington, July 14. The Secre-tary of the Interior has Increased the
for the reclamation!
appropriation
fund for the Hondo, New Mexico ir- rlgation project from $240,000 to!
1

,

Making a total of

1

" San Miguel
" Santa Fe

"

7

"

4

"

" Sierra
" Socorro

"

1

"

"

4

"

sixty-si-

On Committee of International Institute of Agriculture Haskell on

Oyster Bay, July 14. David Lubln,
of Stockton, California, was today ap
pointed a member of the permanent
committee of the international Institute of agriculture with headquarters
at Rome, Italy. Eugene G. Haskell,
of Detroit, Michigan, was today appointed a member of the International
waterway's commission to succeed
George Y. Wesner, deceased.

NEICE OF MCKINLEY
MARRIES ARMY MAN
Captain Heidi of Fifteenth Cavalry,
Claims Former White House
Mistress as Bride.
New York, July 14. Cards have
reached this city announcing the coming wedding of Captain Grayson
Heidi of the Fifteenth Cavalry to
Miss Grace Howe McKinley, a niece
of the late President McKinley, and
for a time mistress of the White
House. The wedding will be at Fort
Des Moines, Iowa, next Wednesday.
Miss McKinley has been teaching at
Mount Holyoke.

Vll-lar- d

"
'

''')

3

"

"

1

.

3

"

3

delegates.

Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 14. In extending the good offices of the United
States in conjunction with Mexico to
end the dispute between Guatemala
and Salvador, President Roosevelt has
a program of action outlined.
The
United States will follow the suggestion of the contending governments If
they indicate a desire to accept the
mediation offered. No suggestion as
to the mode of procedure to be followed will come from the United
States, it is announced here today,
unless a request or suggestion should
be made by Guatemala or Salvador.
GOES AFTER A COMMISSION IN THE ARMY.

In further accordance with Section 24 of said.Act of Congress, I do hereby order that at the
general election to be held in the Territory of New Mexico on the sixth day of November, nineteen
DIPLOMA WITHHELD CAUSES
DEATH OF GIRL. hundred and six, there shall be submitted to all the qualified electors of the Territory a question
which shall be stated on the ballot in substance and form as follows:
Pittsburg, Pa., July 14 Misa Julia
Munson Beaver, 18, daughter of Will"Shall Arizona and New Mexico be united to form one State?"
iam C, Beaver, died here
V330,(IUU.

suddenly of
nervous prostration, due to worry over the action of the high school authorities in withholding her diploma, after overworking herself in a determined effort to win this year.

'

YES.

-

Q
cross mark in the
NO.

That electors desiring to vote in the affirmative shall place a
(Continued en Pag
V

As They Slept at
Home Weapon
Was Club.

Eight.)

t

square to the

FIRE

MURDERERS

HOUSE

But Flames Were Extinguish-e- d
Before Damage-Robbe- ry
was Motive.
Salem, N. C, July 14.
Lyerly, his wife and three
youngst children, were murdered In
thc-lhome, a mile east of Barber's
Junction, during the night by robbers who, after looting the house set
fire to the bed, on which Mr. and Mrs.
Lyerly lay. The older daughters,
sleeping up stairs, were awakened and
rushed down Just in time to extinguish the flames before serious damage was alone. It is thought the robbers killed their victims with clubs.
Lyerly was a wealthy merchant and
farmer and his family was one of
the most respected In this section.
Blnod hounds were placed on the
trail. Two negro suspects have been
arrested. One of these Is quoted as
h.'ivinp said a few days ago after
Lyerly refused to allow hlrn to ct't his
wheat "the old man may cut his grain,
but he'll never live to eat It."
Wiston,

Isaac
r

ANTITRUST SOCIETIES
TO WELCOME BRYAN
Call to All Irrespective of Parties
By Commercial Travelers'

d

League.
York, July 14. A committee
headed by Mayor Fitzgerald, of Boston, appointed yesterday by the plan
and scope committee of the Commert
cial Travelers'
League, to
of the business
secure the
Interests of the country in a reception to be tendered to William J .Bryan at Madison Square Garden upon his
return from Europe August 30, today issued a call to all persons and
organizations, irrespective of party or
faction, Interested in the fight against
the trusts and monopolies, to Join
without further Invitation and in their
own way in a welcome to Mr. Bryan.
He Is referred to In the call as "the
foremost and most trusted leader of
the aggressive opposition to all trusts
and monopolies."
New

Anti-Trus-

SHOT AND KILLED
IN STOPPING FIGHT
Carl

Gilg, a Ranchman, Lost Life
While Making Peace Lynching

Averted.
A special from
Pueblo, July 14
Trinidad, says: About noon yesterday, L. D. Bolton, a real estate man,
shot and killed Carl Gllg, a well known
ranchman at Clayton, New Mexico. It
Is known that Bolton had had trouble
with a young man named Hobson and
that during an altercation today he
attacked Hobson, but the later fled.
Gilg tried to persuade Bolton from
his purpose and was shot dead in his
tracks. Bolton was promptly arrested and taken on board a train for
A lynching party was
Trinidad.
formed which started across the
country to nltercept Bolton. Mounted
Policeman A. J. Brophy learned of the
plot and flagged the train several miles
from Trinidad. He took the man by
a circuitous route to the county jail,
where he was kept until 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon when he was taken
to Raton, New Mexico.

CAPTAIN DREYFUS
RESTORED TO ARMY
With a Promotion
Under Secretary
Of State Dangerously Wounded
In Duel.

Paris, July 14

Guatemala and Salvador In Settling Dispute Between Two Coun- tries Mexico to Assist.

To

"

SLAIN

Waterways Commission,

i
"

" Torrance
" Union
" Valencia

$336,000.

DAVID LUBIN SECURES
IMPORTANT PLACE

UNITED STATES
OFFERS HER SERVICES

" San Juan

" Taos
j

,"

FAMILY

e

Vote on Statehood Proposition to be Held
November Sixth

DEMOCRATS

II

NEW SANTA FE LINE
IN ARIZONA

San Antonio, Tex., July 14 Roy W.
Winton, for the past six months city
editor of the San An"i!o Express, is
to become a private - he regular
army. He mado application for enlistment at Fort Sam Houston Monday.
Winton is a university graduate, of a
fine family and came' to San Antonio
from Oklahoma. During his residence
here he became fascinated with army
life and decided to enlist After being In the service 18 months he expects to apply for a commission.
i-

The celebration

the French national holiday today

of
as-

sumed special slgnficance in connection with Captain Dreyfus resuming
his place In the army. The official
journal this morning, published the
decree announcing his reinstatement
and promotion and the inscription of
his name on the list of the Chevaliers
of the Legion honor. Dreyfus who
remains In his apartments received
congratulations from many callers and
hundreds of felicitations reached him
by msil. Under secretary of stitj
Sa'raut, who was wounded in the
breast yesterday In a duel fought
with M. Pugllesl following the passage of the law restoring Dreyfub to
the s.imy is in a critical condition.

CHICAGO EDITORIAL
WRITER DEAD
William H. Busbey of Chicago,
"Turns In Last

Inter-ocea- n

Copy,"

Chicago, July 14. William H. Busbey, for nearly thirty years a member
of the editorial staff of the Chicago
died early today. He was
born In Vienna, Ohio, February 24th,
1839. He was a descendant from the
Busbey family In Staffordshire, England, the members of which came to
America and participated in the

Inter-Ocea-

't

PAGE TWO.

SANTA

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

THEY ARE

COMING,
ABRAHAM.

fil

iiEW MEX1CAK, SANTA tfE, X.M.

FATHER

UOTS MORE

Glancing at the records of the Ter-ritorial supreme court and at the Ter- MEXICAN
NEW
THE
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
ritorial board of health, it becomes ap-- j
MAX. FROST, Editor.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
parent that there are many lawyers
and many physicians in this greaC
country who are of the opinion that
Entered aa Seconal Class Matter at the Santa
Postoffloe.
there is plenty of room on top in these
in New Mexico. The many
4.00 professions
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. . .
Dally, six months, by mull
licenses
granted
during the past
.25
$
Dally, three month, by mall.... 2.00
Dally, per week, by carrier
twelve monlhs for the practice of law
2.00
J .00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
and for the practice of medicine also
1.00
7 ft
Vei.'kly, six month
Daily, per month, by mail
indicate strongly that there has been
7B
7.S0
mall
one
per
year,
by
Pally,
Weekly,
quarter
a good tide of immigration during that
period. How all the new comers, toThe New Mexican la the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It. is sent to
with the many lawyers and
gether
every postofflce In the Terrltor, and has a large and growing circulation
physicians here prior to this year
of
the
the
Southwest,
and
people
among
Intelligent
progressive
make a living is more than can be
told off hand. They are coming, Father Abraham, coining, nevertheless, at
the rate of fifty lawyers and one hundred doctors per year.
Src'y-Treai-

1

LIKE IT,

THE TIDY TADPOLE,

Plenty More Proof Like This, and AP
From Santa Fe People.
No chance for argument here.
No better proof can be had
What a Santa F'e man says.
Is the best of evidence for Santa Fe
people.
Read this case.
We have lota more like It.
Manuel Montoya, of Canon St., says:
"Eight months ago and for a year and
a half previous to that my back ached
continuously. If there was any time
when a change was noticeable It. was
during wet and rainy spells, when
possibly the aching increased. Doan'a
Kidney Pills procured at Ireland's
Pharmacy effectually stopped the aching and what to me is considerable
more important and value, during the
last eight months there has not been
a sign of a recurrence."
For sale by all dealers. Price r0
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Donn's and
take no other.

Hon 1hl

Cheerful Little ( annUxd
fiat aaii Dcveloiit,
A wonderful spirit of tidiness seems
to pervade the tadpole world. They
always eat whatever has become uselesstheir own eggs, their superfluous
companions. Even those who are onlj
weakly are cleared out of the way and
the victims take it all as a matter of
course. 1 have disturbed a strong
member of the community just as he
bad begun to dine off the tail of a
weaker brother, but the sufferer has
not troubled to escape he simply waited till the fratricide returned to complete bis deadly work.
For some time there Is no grave
change In the tadpoles. Tbcy simply
grow and become so far transparent
that thefr internal mechanism, which
consists of one coil of intestines. Is
plainly visible. When, however, they
are about three months old a careful
observer can distinguish a tiny foot
on either side of the base of the tall.
These grow slowly, but seem unable
to move Independently until shortly
before the border land Is passed which
leads to perfect l'roghood. The hind
legs have reached their full size before
the front ones appear, and, while the
feet grow slowly, the hands are ready
made and can be used at once. For a
day or two they can be seen under the
skin before they venture forth, and
their possessor Is very restless and excited. He rushes madly about, Jostling his comrades, and no doubt being
YOlea a Bore 10011 a more vigorous er- fort breaks the skin and the tiny ham!
rm appear,
re seems some rule about the
or(ler of precedem!e h
re Is
wut!n tue w,llskel.s g0 tot ,agt vear my
tadpoles, almost without exception,
had tho!l. ,.,Knt lmuds) gome llom.s b
fore ihe k,fti wWU, 011 p,.evious 0C.Cll.
sion8 j IBve JUj nu entirely left
handed crew. -- Chambers' Journal.

it is evident and proven by facts
of Texas think inucl
THE POLITICAL COMPLEXION OF NEW MEXICO WILL TAKE THE that the people
more of the advice of President RooseDONATIONS.
OKLAHOMA.
OF
THE STATE
velt than they do of that given them
There is much discussion going onj Whiie talking about, that "bribe"
Records show
Senator Bailey.
in ilie central states of the Union as offered by the Congress of the United by
that during the past year an unpreMexico
New
of
Okla-to
the
of
Slates
the
people
io
political complexion
cedented number of triplets have been 'USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
homa ami the Indian Territory when and Arizona to vote tor joinr siatenoou
The New Mexican Printing Company
born in the Lone Star State. Evidently
to
occasion
as the state the New Mexican takes
i hey come into the Union
of the state think thai '
has
the
prepared civil and criminal dockpeople
of Oklahoma. On the Democratic side say that if there are any more public
race
to
ets
for tie use of Justices
advice
prevent
President's
eapeclallv
it Is claimed that the new state will institutions which intend to reject do- suicide is wholesome, pleasant, and of l.lw peace. They are especially
that
Mr.
from
nations
Rockefeller,
and
be overwhelmingly
Democratic,
ruled, with printed headings, In etthe
timely.
send two Democratic United States there are several cities in the SunSpanish or Kngliah, made of good rec
acSenators and five members of the shine Territory that will gladly
Santa Fe summer climate is on top ord paper, strongly and durably bound
and
House of Representatives to repre- cept Mr. Rockefeller's money
these days and is about the finest on with loather back and covers and can-or
sent It in the national legislature. On construct libraries or hospitals
If you want to tie cool find troo uMao hovA full IfiHov In frTit on A
earth.
In
that lino that the pomfortnlile come to tho Cnnital of .v, ' ,
, iMlo0 t th
he other hand many Republican news- anything else
a
Mr. Rockefeller New MoxIco and
papers and well posted politicians be- funds will obtain
Btay awhile. How- Unstable nrin.ed "in full on the first
lieve that the state Will be 'Republi wm nnn mat tne people or .New .uex- - evt)r brlng ent)Ugh money to pay your page. The page- - are I0x6 Inches
can and will be represented by mem Ico's cities are progressive and mod-- ;
d hin8
charity begins at home Thene books are made up In civil and
bers of that, party In both Houses ofjern. They do not look upon the fiiv ail(1 whie tho cttb.on8 of this capital criminal dockets, separata of 152
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feller which he should lake. A few f,.pP 0p ohrtree thev draw the line at
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first
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SANTA FE EXCURSION
Brazil, the crew determined to satisfy
present prosperity is based upon solid
The antecedents of a state like Okla foundations and must
RATES EAST their curiosity. Accordingly they mengo on as long;
United States Senator Beveridge
homa, founded In a high spirit of en- as the present
to their
Summer rates have been made, by tioned the circumstance
policy of the United has in his possession the pen used by
terprise, and marked from the first by Slates government Is the order of the the
in approving the meat the Santa. Fo to points In the states of friends and were Informed that at the
president
phenomenal vigor of growth, indicate
inspection bill. The pen to be used Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, time when the sounds were heard the
that It. will weigh political questions day.
North Dakota,) bells in the cathedral of San Salvador,
to this present condition by the packers in prescribing proper Missouri, Nebraska,
Referring
on their merits, and support what it
of affairs, the Chicago Record-Heralreductions in prices of their products South Dakota, Memphis, Term.. Wis-- ; on the coast, had been ringing to
conceives to toe deserving.
ebrata a feast held in honor of one of
That
and Wyoming.
that we have had occasion1 has not yet been made,
course will satisfy Republicans. They says
rates are a little mor tha.n the saints.
The
to refer to the extraordinary demand
can well afford to stand pat on that
uud, wonderful to relate, fa- Santa Fe is far superior" to many; one fare for the round trip. Thej The"
for labor In the various sections and
proposition. But voting 'er straight inrinotrio. nf tho
.,,. Tho o.h of the lnrirn cities of tho countrv in round trin rate to Chicago be.ng $48.8R. vorea UT a santle, eaay freeze, baa
on the strength of old prejudices is
traveled a distance of upward of 100
the northwest, the middle wpiI rural one instance anyway and that is that, Kansas City $r!5.S5, St, Louis $ll.35,
miles over the smooth water and had
not good for Republicanism, nor will
New York and New England are alll't has no ice trust. No combination Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
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Englishmen are unanimous In concate that there is a decided upward
ners where a plate cost ten pounds, will Tickets on sale daily and are good for demning as degraded and
The city of Raton should be concratn.
degrading It
in wages.
tendency
Mr. Bryan be able to enjoy democratic return pnsoage until Ocitober 31st.
luted upon the fact that it possesses
is that most fascinating, most difficult,
The New York labor bureau finds
H. S. UJTZ, Agent.
dinners at one dollar per head when
a good sewerage system. The town of
delicate and important work, the trainthat during the first three monlhs of he returns to the United States ana
Santa Fe, N. VI.
Silver City is to be congratulated uping of the mind. In what are humorthe
present year the average earnings runs for the Presidency?
That is
on the prospects of having such a one
ously called "the higher walks" of
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3.10,000
in
workmen
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factories,
TO
in the near future. The
the question.
city of Santa ftores, construction
teaching there are respectable salaries
were
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TerriA
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work, etc.,
Summer Resort
Fe should be commiserated with for not
to be earned and agreeable rooms or
$2.33 a day, or $212 for the quarter, as
The Russian people are very much
tory.
having much of a sewerage system,
houses for occupation. Here, purged
Commencing June 1st, good for re- of the dross of utility, a man may once
and for having but little chance compared with $1S7 for the corres- addicted to chewing sunflower seed.
to
the present sewers, ponding quarter of the year 1905. The This accounts for so many strange turn September 29 th, 1906, the Santa more take rank as a gentleman, and
improve
which were constructed at private ex- average number of days of employ- things occurring in that Empire. Peo- Fe Central Railway, in connection If he becomes bead of a house the supense. The tax for general purposes ment In the quarter was 71, as against ple who chew sunflower seed habitual- with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will preme uselessness of his position comfor the city of Santa Fe amounts to CS last year. In some trades the ad- ly can certainly not be in their tH'' sell round trip tickets at the low rate mands universal and silent respect-Ninete(of S14.f,5. For ndvertlslnar matter de
ten mills on the dollar, but precious vance In wages over last, vear Is 28 minds.
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if anything in the line of public Im- ton mill owners announced a sub rash. He has recently declared he senger Agent.
Gentian root, often used as a tonic,
provements may be expected under stantial increase of wages. Other would not accept, a pardon. He must1
is considered in many malarial councities in Massachusetts report a 5 per be very different from other Knnsans.
the present city regime.
tries a remedy against Intermittent fecent Increase for their operatives. The They generally take all they can get;
ver. Especially is this the case in CorSEASIDE EXCURSIONS
The Roswell Record suggests the revised scale placed about 45,000 on and want more.
sica, In that section of the Island near
Commencing May 1st and until Ssp; the town of Alerla, which is Infested
name or Judge A. A. Freeman as a the basis of earnings which prevailed
A colored Bishop recently called the (ember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tick- with malaria. The Inhabitants recentmember of tlie coming constitutional In 1903. A reduction of over 12 per
cent was enforced in 1904, and a United States of America the "vesti- ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and ly protested violently against the Introconvention, should the people of New
He must have had Saturday to Loe Angeles and San Di- duction of quinine on the part of the
Mexico and Arizona vote "yea" on the greut. strike followed. Now the "scale bule of hell."
a conversation with United Slates ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $12.90 medical authorities, declaring that
nuite
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prosperity"
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question "Shall New Mexico and AriTillman Just He- - for the round trip. Return limit of they would not abandon the remedy
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he is a Republican. This is very gengeneral recol- In
Santa Fe, N. M.
many of the larger towns of the
Quite the Contrary.
erous in the paper, but it does not lection. The anthracite miners have
What will Satan do if the
"After all, my friend," began the sollook as if the Democratic voters in renewed the scale of the last three country.
should be successful?
emn stranger, "life is but a dream,
that neck of the woods will carry out years, which Is admittedly a high one, agitation
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the
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miners have genits suggestion.
"Not much, it ain't," snorted the hard
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headed man. "In nearly every dream I
the Federal office holders in Arizona
of two years ago. Thousands of
prinIs
It
said that the management nf ters
ever had I was gettln' more money
who are opposed to statehood and the
have secured an eight hour
the Mutual Life Insurance
day policy of the Republican party and the
than I knowed what to do with."
Company without a reduction In
pay.
intends to withdraw from business In
should resign. Cnod
Philadelphia Press.
administration,
is
It
true
that the cost of living and
France. If this be true It Is probably
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
advice.
timely
has
1G
advanced
per cent in five years,
because the French government ex
Frenchmen and Spaniah.
Arrive.
acts more honesty in the management according to trustworthy calculation!
Governor Folk of Missouri evidently vo. Til
izioi p. m. French people find It difficult to
of the company's affairs than the com- But what with steadier employment
talks too much. He puts Roosevelt, No. 723
6:lBp.m. speak Spanish properly. Victor Hugo
pany Is willing to give. Differences of restoration of high scales or actual Bryan and La Follette as in the same No. 725
boasted that be was the only French.......fl:40p.m.
advances
in wages, it cannot be said
s
this kind between governments and
man who could really speak Spanish,
Democrats.
class
of
Depart.
life insurance companies have been that labor has not participated
in
No. 720
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known to have occurred heretofore, " the country's prosperity.
That Is where a poor man in a large No. 722
...4:21) p. m. his ancestry.
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7:30 p. m.
the
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city
"If the federal officials of Arizona, do man.
But for some trouble and sorrow we
The board of education of PhiladelNo. 722 connects wi ,h No, 1 want
The average chorus girl will
should never know half the good then
No. 724 connects with No, 7 west.
pma nas a much worse Job on Its not endorse the policy or the president not marry him.
Is about us. Dickens.
hands than has the city board of ed and the republican congress It will be
No. l stops at all stations.
ucation of this city. The former has entirely proper for them to resign."
Lincoln Steffens wants to know:
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
decreed that all users of slang shall Las Vegas Optic.
"Is our country ours?" Dog your cats, to Albuquerque to discbarge passenWill they? Federal officials seldom ask something easier!
be banished from the public schools
gers from Santa Fe.
while the latter has agreed to carry" aie ana never resign unless compelled
The tone idea.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
a president wno is also mayor of the to. It may be presumed that the A";
Lax-et- s
It is recorded that Napoleon, when
A Candy Bowel Laxative.
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
zona
kind
will follow prescribed cusasked to summarize the art of war, ancity. The latter proposition is tough.
If you have Constipation,
aide Plaza, &u.ta Fe, New Mexico,
tom.
g
swered briefly, "The art of war
but easier than the first one.
If you have a coated tongue,
in being strongest at a given point
If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow,
The New Mexican Printing
ComReports from South Carolina state
If you have headaches, Sour Stom- pany is prepared to fill promptly and at a given time." This answer was
George Frederick Williams, of Mass- terse and true, but that born but unthat all opposition to the
of achusetts, has not as much faith in achs, etc., risk 5 cents on Lax-etsatisfactorily all orders for engraved
exUnited States Senator Pitchfork Till- Colonel William Jennings Bryan as See for yourself.
Sold by Fisher visiting cards, marriage announce- taught fighter, General Forrest,
the same idea, yet more briefly
pressed
man has ceased, and that the Senator he once had. He fears that the Col- Drug Co.
ments, invitations and all work of that and
forcefully. When the grim old
will more than likely succeed himself onel cannot get both
kind. Prices as low as compatible Confederate
wings of the
was asked how to win in
In the United States Senate.
As Is Democracy together In the 1908 cam
You can secure any form of legal with good work. Call at the New
battle he
"Get thar fust with
well known there Is no accounting for paign. There are others, Mr.
blank at the New Mexican Printing Mexican office and examine samples the mostestreplied,
men."
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Rational Surety Co., of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels fa the West
CuWo

Lwy

Saatffc Room for Couwudal Traveler.
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R
E
HOTEL
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American
Eufopeon Plan. Commodious Saaiple Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric 1igtated. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Prena the Button we do the rest.
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Cofonado Hotel

Bur-tha-

I

Tho Beat "0c Booms in tho Southwest.
Iipst.ii i'i runt in Coiuioetioii.
Short Onlora Served Night and Day.
lingular Meals, 25
Serves First 01ms Spanish Diane.
Everything in Season.
South Side Plaza.
Sau Jf'ritnciaoo

G.

P'R,

SAJilTA FE

.....

St.

LUPE HERRERA. Proprietor.
SANTA
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and Table Scrvici Unexcelled

INCOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.
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SATURDAY,

NEW MEXICO.

SAJMTAPrl

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatraenl.of Disease.

anti-join-

-

TENT

COTTAGES

FOR

THE

CURE OF TUBERCULOSIS

Diet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities,
Personal study and attention clvon each case. .Separate hospital fur fever
and other patients.
For further particulars address,

DR.

t

J. II.

SLOAN, Medical

Director, SANTA FE,

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

Fresh Fruits

N. M.

In

Season.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.

enth

San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

California

DUDHOW & MONTENIE

Stop-ove-

con-slat-

Under takers acd

Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DtftW'i

Office Bmldini.

Day Ttkpoo 35.
L

M.

Mmmm.

ye.g. Jfcaapat.Tl

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Ataitomolbil e
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
The short line between Santa F.,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
nd the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours in
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Hock Island, system tor all point east and
vest.
.

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m;, arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This 1b the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mail, but under favorable conditions, tho trip la made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried
but cannot handle
trunks at present.
4

STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Wexlc

JULY

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

14, 1906.

ARIZONA

FIRST

TljE

pTIOflAL
IANTA FE.

OF

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
It takes money to handle propositions

wltt
and the m
There 1 no B.trer or safer Investment than good Inside City Propery, but
WhJUb, to
place Uiwrlost
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small
means. This chance is offered at
where Mi money will earn a handsome profit, equal In proportion to that ot his more fortunate brother with larger

NEWS NOTES

BAJflFy

The Graham county banks In which
county funds are deposited, pay the
interest on the average dally
Th oldest banking Initiation In New Mexico. Established In 1170. W county
balances
at the rate of 1 per cent per
Csshler.
JOHN H. VAUGHN,
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
annum.
V
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
W. C, Daniel, living on - a ranch
2
Assistant Csshlsr.
0
near Phoenix .killed a rattlesnake
.
which measured six feet in length.
Few reptiles of this size have ever
d
Profit
Undlv!
M,0M.
and
UMbW.
CaplUI
Surplus
been seen in Arizona.
A rural free delivery has been es
Transacts a general banking business In all Its branohea. Loans
tablished to commence August 1st,
money on the most favorable terms on ell kinds of personal and col.
at St. David's, Cochise County. The
lateral .security. Buys and sells bonds and stooks In all marksta for
length of ihe route is sixteen miles,
Its customers. Buys and selle domestlo and forslgn exchange and
and the population served 315.
to
civilized
of
the
all parte
makes tslegraphlo transfers of money
The big emergency reservoir being
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
built by the Nogles Water Company
agency, public or private. Interest s'lowed on time deposits at the
on the hill on the east side of the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
town, will have a capacity of 600,000
live
of
and
stock
on
Liberal advancee made
consignment
products.
gallons and will require a year's time
Ths bank execute all orders of Us patrons In the banking line, and
to build.
alms to extend to them as liberal trsatment In all respect, a Is con
Cochise County, with a valuation on
slttent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
Its railroads of $2,043,990.70, has a
I
Ths
of
the
rospsotfudy
patronage
boxss for rsi.t.
public
higher assessed valuation than any
In Arizona. Maricopa is second with
$1,000,634.61, and Yuma third with
$912,189.51, the total of the three

J

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building ot a good, substantial town, Including water ot good Quality,
eet below the surface, located in and tributary to the finest section of grazing country in the soumwew wmi
armmd climate as there la in the world, with a Dushine. energetic class of citizens and two rauroaas, ou ww
come now.
Pacific, Wlllard has made a mnsl phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better

oil

j

-

.

, EntabllsUed and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates o( Standard Eastern
comColleges. New buildings, aU furnishings and equipments modern and
all conveniences.
eloctric-llghtebaths,
plete;
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8350 per iesslnn. Messlon Is
shree terms of thirteen weeks each.
R08WELL Is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above sea levels
Sunshliii) ftvery daytnim September to June.
faffa, W M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W A.
REOENTS-Nath- an
K. A. Cahoon
and
Flnlay
COL. J. W, WIUSON, Supt.
For particulars address
wiunr-work-

steam-beate-

0J0 CALIEJ1TEH0T
These Celeb lated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Jllff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve inilea from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from, which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
ver? dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel fcr ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1.181.24 grains cf alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs in tb world, The efficacy it
e

Bar-anc- a

SPRINGS.

tLtse waters

as been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested tc
in the following diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Bright' Disease of the Kid
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tiona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; $li
per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This reeort la at
tractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Calient
can leave Santa Fe at S a. m and
reach Ojo Oallente at 4 . . m. the tame
day. fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Oallente, 17,41) For further
particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
Ojo Caliente.

A. P
Mas
n

1;

Proprietor.
N. M.
Taos
County,

gpisgGlbors.
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quest of those directly concerned, the
business houses at Blsbee that have!
kept open on Sunday since the
tion of the city, are fast agreeing to!
close on the Sabbath.
There was an echo of the San Fran
cisco earthquake and fire In Phoenix"!
Wednesday when Ah Joe, a San Francisco Chinaman, who has migrated to
this city, was arrested by the United
States authorities for landing in the
United States without a certificate.
This is known among the Chinese as a
chock gee.
Meeting with financial reverses at
the time when his sun was nearing
the western horizon and with his difficulties multiplied by physical affliction which cause! him
to lose his
mind, Douglas Snyder, nl on? time a
well known merchant
and mining
man of Tucson, passed away
last
evening at the territorial insane asy-

and Line Inm Ws
Rag, Wax,
lankvta, Bittkute,
,
Otitis, TuntuetMe, Gemote and Other tern..
OH MOTTO:
Te Have Ike Beet ef Everything ka Bur Up.

lum.

Colonel W. B. Leavell, adjutant general, enounces the
of Colonel J. H. McClintock as colonel of
the First Regiment of the National
Guard of Arizona, the election having
been in progress for some' time. Colon- el McClintock was elected four years
ago, his commission expiring July 14
of this year. He has now been chosen
ror another four years.
The mines of Yavapi county have
produced, In round .numbers, $9,000,-00In precious metals In the vast
In this list of values, copper
year.
heads the list with 40,000,000 pounds;
gold amounting to $1,750,000 was produced irom the ledges and placers;
silver, 500,000 ounces; lead and other
metals amounting in value to $200,- 0

000.

An Italian went from the Sacaton
reservation to Phoenix on July 4. He
managed to gel a tank full of firewater ou which he proceeded to tank
up, soon acquiring an abnormal jag.
In the evening he went to the festivities at East lake, whore he accidentally shot himself with a cheap 22- callbor revolver, dying in thirty min
utes after receiving the wound, the
bullet having entered his right breast.
The ground' about the Southern Pa
cific depot at Tucson is beginning
to resemble an abandoned mining
camp, as It is dotted with holes which
mark the beginning of work on the
new depot structure.
The work is
being done by Qulntus Monier, who
stepped into the breach when the
Mississippi Valley Construction
fell down on its contract, and
thereby delayed the wok on the new
depot.
Quite an important meeting of Phoe
nix Insurance agents was held late
Tuesday afternoon in the rooms of the
Board of Trade to discuss different
phases of their business. Since the
unheaval in Insurance circles in the
east and the later trouble with some
ot the foreign and domestic compa
nies that were caught In the San
Francisco fire many Phoenicians have
become somewhat alarmed with reference to their policies..
At Tucson the city hose team has
Issued a challenge to the Southern
Pacific 'hose team for a return match
to be held a week from tomorrow or
at any other time suitable to the
The city hose team insists
latter.
that the contest held on July 4 was
not a "true test ot the respective
merits of the two teams. The challengers demand different judges and
a different system of timing from that
used in the former match.
Sheriff Jim Parks' name will not
likely appear in the register of offi
cialdom in Graham County next year.
He has three times been elected sheriff of the county. He has made an
excellent record and peace and good
order have been maintained, But
Sheriff Parks has announced that he
has had his fill. He will step aside
and allow others to put on his official
shoes. Candidates are not lacking
and already there are five men after
the nomination'
Constable Clark, of Naco, who it
was claimed in a story sent to the
newspapers from Naco, was wanted in
Mexico
for smuggling guns and
ammunition into that country, arrived In Douglas Tuesday afternoon from
El Paso where he said he had been
for a week looking for a witness required in the trial of Deputy Sheriff
Ells, Barry and others who are under arrest charged with stealing coal
from the El Paso & Southwestern
Railway Company.
Business houses, private residences
and, in fact, all consumers of ice in
Phoenix are feeling the effects of
an ice famine. The local company or
companies, whichever it or they are,
claim that the immense crop of cantaloupes that has been raised this
year on the south side is responsible
for a shortage that is fast becoming
serious. The dozens of cars of the
little ribbed melons that have left the
valley require an immense amount of
Ice to Insure of their contents reaching the eastern market In good shape.
The first money paid out of the
Carnegie library fund at Phoenix, was'
turned loose yesterday by City Treasurer Richmond. It was paid on a
corn-man- y

H. C. Yontz
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exican Filigree

Watches, Clods. Jewelry

JEWELHY
and

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Ruga
dian ttnnds.
Filigree at Wholesale and Ketall.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-
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FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported and Native Wires for Family Use. ,,,
OUR SPECIALTIES- - Old Crow. McBrayer
Guck nhehner Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

FRANCISCO

STREET,

SANTA

FE

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.

Kansas City, St. Loms, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

'

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited'
W!de,Ve8tlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
A

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another Past

Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding anj
application to
trip cheerfully furnished

J.

A. HILDE.BR ANT,

Agent,
Torrance, N. M.

V.

11.

STILE9,

General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex.
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Vice Pies.
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SCHOOL OF NBW MEXICO

THE MILITARY
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The rownsiie is ownea oy

$4,914,824.12.
Due to the efforts being put forth by
Rev. Harvey M. Shields, at the re-- 1
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FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at. a bargain. For particulars apply to
Santa Fe,
Max. Frost, Box No. 0.-New Mexico.
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
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Willatd Town and Improvement Company.WILBUR A. DUNLAVY,

JOHN BECKER, Pros, aud Gen. Mgr.
on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estanr.
WM. B. BKRGEft, Secretary.
Carl A, Dalles, Manager ot The John Becker Co. Stores at wmara, nas cnarge m
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With a frontage ot ova 1700 let on the
River, hall way between the great Bridget which
Arhucklts'
join New York ind Brooklyn, the
establiihment is one of the show sights ol Nrw
York. Id millions of homes in every section of
this country Arbuckles' ARIOSA Coffee is the
only coffee used, almost the only drink except
of " Arbuckle "
waterj consequently the name
has been most familiar to the people during die

of superiority lias taught the careful
mother that buying ARIOSA Coflee not only
means money saved but that she is actually
supplying the best coffee for the coffee drinkers

The

lest

of her family.
By the original " Mother's" process patented
metily this firm, the pores of the coffee are her
cally sealed after roafting with a coating of fresh
ru.;ar which holds the
"goodness in." and preserves for vou intact
wherever you r.iay be, the delightful aroma and
flavor due to our (.killed blending and roasting
which are not to be compared with crude and

fmi and granulated

last 37 years, there being no other
article so widely distributed or in such universal
demand. From a small beginning the sales have
combined sales of every
grown to exceed the
other packaged coffee in the United States

primitive methods on a smaller scale.
Buy a package, lake it home and grind it as
is the way to get the
you want to use it. That

Because Arbuckles have given the
and why
people the greatest coffee value for their money
ail of the time, and have sold their ARIOSA
Coffee in sealed packages (or the consumers'
protection, to insure their actually receiving what

best reiulti.

Coffee deteriorates

alter being

air, two reasons why
loose "scoop" coffee
you should refuse to take
and there are others of importance.
Warming
ARIOSA slightly makes the grinding easy.

MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law.

away

12

Slants F

months.

New Mexico.

Attorneys at Law.
Phone

Office, Griffin filk.

60.

ARBUCKLE BROTHERS,

a

W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa fre, N. M.

Witet kw ft. New York City.
100 Mich gan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
Liberty Ave. ard Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

7

Street, St. Louis, Mo.

421 South

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney at law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Are.
Offlce, Sena Blk.

IF

YOUR GROCER
REFUSES TO SELL

CHAS. A. LAW,

ARIOSA COFFEE

j

Attorney-at-Law-

QFNin

sWl--

YOU

.

U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty.

WTT

i
wii
W Itwt

New Mexico.

Clayton,

Hi

N. 8. Rose.
George 8pence.
8PENCE 4 ROSE.
Attorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Estancla.
New Mexico.

10

AREC

iluctuates and cannot be guaranteed for any
period. The coffee will be sent in the original

oower and ambition to work and placed lliers
foremost among the world's greatest nations.
This is the same old ARIOSA and the same

H. HANNA.

RICHARD

Address our nearest Office Box Dept..

pound or exposed to the

Sua'i'y all '" wcijht.
lhey,p,a'5"'0, '"5l'1
The sales of ARIOSA dernonrtraie the
.
fA A
i
if your grocer tells you he has no Arbuckli
tommon sense ana appreciation oi uicnnciian
tend to us dired. For $1.80 we
people, and ARIOSA has contributed to thrir ARIOSA,
10 lbs. in a wood box, transportation
send
t'.iesi
wiil
ther
and
by
jiving
prosperity
development
lV-:- t
Price of coffee
paid to your freight station.
money's worth of coffee that increased

old firm that introduced it 37 years ago.

ATTORN

colored pictures ol 97 presents will be sent free
if you write for it.
4.000,000 presents given
in

CARDS

wrappers bearing the signature of Arbuckle Bros.,
which entitles you to presents. New Bonk with

H. H LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at law.
Las Graces, New Mexico,
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.
WILLIAM

check for $.r92 which had been made
out to the architect. The check had
been made out to cover a part of the
services of the architect and had been
assigned to John T. Dunlap. The
city receives $5,000 of the fund at
When that is nearly exa tlnie.
hausted the city may draw upon the
agent of Mr. Carnegie for another
It Is provided that the lahor
15,0(10.
and material shall be paid for at the
rate of eighty per cent as the work
progresses.
The strongest petition ever presented to the city council of Yuma was
that presented by W. H. Lyon last
week, and which Induced that honorable body to take the back track on
Ihe proposition of excludiug women
from saloons. Tlie council was evidently taken aback by the importance
of the petition, which was signed by
every business man In Yuma, with
but two exceptions, and later, upon
the recommendation of the license
committee, passed another ordinance
which provides that each saloon
may employ two female singers or
musicians each to pay a license to
the city of ?10 a month. The ordinance provides that the women bo
employed must he women of good
character.

BERNALILLO
NEWS ITEMS

Mr. Tucker, merchant of Atgodones,
was in Bernalillo last Wednesday looking after business matters.
News reached this place last Monday that the Colorado Fuel and Iron
Company will at once reopen the old
coal mines at Madrid. In fact there
are men now on the ground preparing
to commence the work ot opening the
mines, which will have to be done very
carefully on account of the fire that
has not yet been fully extinguished.
At an early date new openings for
the old Hard Coal Mine will be made
and before winter the hard coal
mine will again be a producer.
Old Chronic Sores.
As a dressing for old chronic sores
there is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it is not advisable to heal old sores entlrelyl they
should be kept in a good condition,
for which this salve Is especially valuable. For sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has no superior. For sale
by all druggists.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law in conspicuous
places In each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders immediately,

Coal Mines to Be
Pink Lips, Like Velvet. Rough,
Special to the New Mexican.
Chapped or Cracked Lips, can be made
Bernalillo, July 14 During the past as soft as velvet by applying a light
week frequent Bhowers have mado coating of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve.
the ranges look fine and there is every It takes out completely the soreness
indication that this will be a good of cuts, bruises, and all skin abrastock year.
sions. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Charles Spader returned "Friday
from a trip into the .lemez country
If you want anything on earthtry
where he has been looking after his a New Mexican "ad."
sheep and cattle.
The mall route going from" this
War Against Consumption.
All nations are endeavoring 'jo check
place to San Pedro has been changed
to Hagan only and the mall from San the
ravages of consumption, the
Pedro and Golden now is carried ' to "white plague" that claims so many
Cerrillos as it was formally.
victims each year. Foley's Honey and
Julius Seligman, manager for tne Tar cures coughs and colds perfectly
Thornton branch of the Bernalillo and you are in no danger of consumpMercantile Company, spent Sunday in tion. Do not risk your health by tak
Bernalillo.
Ing some unknown preparation when
Dr. Clarke was called to Pena Blan-cFoley's Honey and Tar is safe and
Monday on professional business. certain in results. The genuine Is In
C.
de Baca has a yellow package. Ireland's
County Clerk Marcos
returned Thursday from his trip to
his ranch in Chilili. He reports things
looking fine.
The New Mexican can do printing
Fruit and vegetable shipping here
to that done In any of the large
is now in full blast and some nice equal
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
fruit is being shipped.
work we turn out Try our work once
The Brown Sisters have opened the'
and
you will certainly come again. We
t
old Grand hotel here and have refitted
all the facilities for turning out
it so that now they are able to take! have
one of
care of the patronage and give good every class ot work, Including
In the west,
service. It makes Bernalillo a morei the best binderies
popular place with the traveling pnM
The disgusting discharges from the
lie, and this place has a great many
tourists during the Jemez tourist sea- nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
breath, are quickly dispensed with by
son.
Father Chovenseau is materially al- using Dr. Shoop's Catarrh Cure. Such
agents as Oil Eu
tering the church nd church property soothing antiseptic Wild
Indigo, etc.,
Thymol,
calyptus,
same.
here and Improving the
After suffering for more than a year have been Incorporated Into a snow
Mrs. Doniceano Zamora died last Friday white cream, making a catarrhal balm
and was Interred at Bernalillo Satur- unexcelled. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
day. She leaves a husband, parents,
The public Is showing Its apprecia
brothers and sisters to mourn her
tion of the attractive circulars sent
death.
Mrs. Simon Bibo wife of the well out by the New Mexican Printing
known merchant of Grants and Lagu-na- , Company, In regard to rubber stamps,
who has been visiting her daughIf your Stomach is Weak,
ter Mrs. Dannenbaum of Llanitas, reIf your Food distresses you,
turned to her home in Grants last
Tuesday evening accompanied by her If you are Weak and Nervous,
one
Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative
daughter Mrs. Dannenbaum..
Mrs. Joseph Bibo of Albuquerque month and see what it does for you.
visited her niece Mrs, S. Seligman Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
last. Tuesday returning the same day
' ,
We print the latest and best news.
to Albuquerque.
Madrid

a

Phar-n.aey- .

(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the
wing-named
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
August 23, 1906, viz.:
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
T. 11 N, R. 13 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Frank S. Leyba, Natividad Leyha,
Luis Montoya, Macario Leyba, all of
Gallsteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Saved His Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Graud
at Washington
Army Encampment
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
taken 'with cholera morbus and was
in a critical condition," says Mr. J.
"I
E. Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa.
gave hint Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
saved bis life, I have been engaged
for ten years in immigration work
and conducted many parties to the
south and west. I always carry this
remedy and have used it successfully
on many occasions." Sold by all druggists,
follo-

Sec-10-

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece ol
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one ot
the best binderies In the west
Modest Claims Often Carry the Most
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun Inventor, placed his gun beforo a committee of Judges, he stated Its carrying power to he much below what
he felt sure the gun would accomplish. The result ot the trial was
therefore a great surprise, Instead of
disappointment. It is the same with
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's
Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They do not publicly boast of
all this remedy will accomplish, but
Drefer to let the users make the state
ments. What they do claim, Is that
It will positively cure diarrhoea, dys
entery, pain In the stomach and bow
els and has never been known to fall
For sale by all druggists.
H. E. No. 9536.
.. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERI6r,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 6, 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
ot his Intention to make final proof
In support ot his claim, and that said
proof will be made before the regis
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo Gutier
rez, for the S 2, NW 4, N 2, SW 4,
Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation ot said land, vis:
Juan Gonzales y Roibal of Gtorieta,

A. W. POLLARD,

Attorney at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
New Mexico.
Doming -

J.

H. Boaham.

B. C. Wade,
IONHAM A WADE,
Attorneys at Livv.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts ot the Territory. In the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
Officers,
Lai Cruces, N. M.
E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices !o the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sau
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
A. B. RENEHAN,
Practices In the Supreme and District Courts; Mlnnlng and Land Law
Sena Blag.,
a Specialty. Rooms
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Isw.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
EMMETT PATTON.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box it, RoswelL New Mexico,
Office over Citizen's National Bank,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at law.
District Attorney for Second Jufllcla'
District.
Practices In the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

I

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 10S Palace Ave.

Successfully treats acute and ohronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 156.
p. m.
Hours:
m.,
8

2

MINING ENGINEER8.
CONY T. BROWN,

Mining Engineer.
Seerstsry and Treasurer New Mexico

tohoel

Socorro,

or Mines.
New Mexloo.

CIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET A 8MYTHE.
Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
East side Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.
Civil,

RALPH A. MARBLE,
Engineer and Surveyor.
United States Deputy.
New Mexico.
Estancla,
Civil

N. M.

Albino Enslnas of Glorleta, N. M.

Atanado Rlbera of Glorleta, N.
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N.
MANUEL

M,

HIRAM T. BROWN,
M. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.

R. OTERO,
U. 8. Mineral
Register. Santa fe,

Surveyor
New Mexico.

'

HAHAN SHOES

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

f LEADERS

We're After You, Sir

Miss Price, of Socorro,

!

We'll put them inside the boH
pnlrnf shoes they ever lived in.
We're after the trade of the

J

PARTICULAR

MAN

ho wants the

BEST
that can

"Shoe-dom.- "

In
ho produced
Yes, and we're going
fret It, too.

to

HOW?
Why, with our haniUoute st)len
HANAM SHOF.S In
of high-grad- e
Ideal Kid and
Patent
i;alf skin,

Leather; l.nce or Ulneher
In all the latest lasts and
patterns. Eegant. faultlessly
made shoe, that would cost more
money at most stores, per pair:

Vict

cuts,

'

$6.00 and $7.00.
also have another linn which comes cheaper
Own Make
prices Oxford and High-cu-

We

merican
Itentleman

sura will return tomorrow to Socorro
and Mr. Hughes home.
Register M. R. Otero of the U. S.
land office left this afternoon for Al
buquerque from which place Tuesday
next, he will start for Long Beach,
California, to spend his annual vaca
tion with his family at that point.
Mr. Otero Is a very efficient and
painstaking official and needs rest and
recreation. He has been advised by
his physician to spend a few weeks at
a California coast resort for that pur
pose.
Mrs. L. Bradford Prince will arrive
home this evening from a two months'
visit to friends and relatives In eastern
cities. Mr. and Mrs. William Brad

pJ.JV

$4.00 and $4.50.

shflet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
Bhe't.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
sheet.
Options,
sheet
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet,
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full Sheet.
sheet,
Release of Deed of Trust,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Affidavit,
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet,
sheet.
tease,
shoet.
Latae of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
sheot.
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
Bond to Koep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Dutalner, Sum- sheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution
Forcible Entry and Desheet.
tainer,
sbeot.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Auidavlt,
sheet
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
General Blanks,
sheet.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
aheet.
Dealers,
Application for License. Games an
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet
Attachment Summons as flarnlshee,

JULY

14, 1906.

SeligmanBros.Co.
KatnblMied 1856,

Incorporated 1903.

Wholesale and Retail
Goods

Dy

Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

ford Prince will be here Monday eve
nine and will make their home at
We
the Prince residence. During the past
two weeks, Mrs. Prince and the young
We
people were sojourners at Newport,
where they spent
a most enjoy
Prince will
able time.
not return to Santa Fe for the next
We
ten days.
We
Associate Justice Edward A. Mann,
of the Territorial Supreme Court, ar
We
rived last evening from Alamogordo,
accompanied by his step daughter
We
Miss Lotta Newell. The judge and
daughter are en route to Denver where
they will be during the meeting of
It will pay you to see our stock of Carthe Elks' grand lodge. Thereafter they
will go to Kansas and Nebraska
to
pets and Curtains In fact everything
in our line and we earnestly request
visit relatives.
They expect to be
you to Shop with us.
absent from New Mexico two or three
weeks. They loft for Denver this
forenoon via the Denver & Rio
Grande.
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House In the City of Santa Fe
day.
Upon his arrival at the local Santa
Miss Grace Proudflt of Kansas City, Fe depot this evening,
M.
P. O. Box, 219.
Missouri, arrived in the city yester A. Otero will be met 'by a committee
rhoiie, No. 36.
and aoquain
day and will be the guest of her sis appointed by friends
ter Mrs. James T. Newhall for some tances and will 'be escorted by the
weeks.
committee to his residence. Later
Mrs. Clark M. Carr, and children, In the evening a smoker has been ar, ranged
at which a hearty welcome
of Albuquerque, have gone to
jllinois, to visit relatives. They home will be extended to him by
will be absent, from the Territory
for friends and well wishers who will assemble there to the number of about
some time.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, thirty. The affair will be informal
was arranged simply as a token
of Las Cruces, has spent part of ,the and
of the esteem and good will for the
week in Silver City attending
to
by those attending.
court business for the district court
W. H. Jack, of Silver City, manager
of Grant County.
of
Crowfoot Cattle Company and
Charles Springer, of Cimarron, a onethe
of the most successful cattle raisHeading citizen of Colfax County, and ers in the
southwest, arrived at noon
ia large land holder, attended to busl-- !
from the south and attended to
ness matters today in the Capital. today
sheet
Now at their best. Will also have Caliofficial business as a member of the
He was a guest at the Palace.
sheet.
Territorial
Cattle
Sanitary hoard Execution,
fornia Strawberries and Blackberries
O. N. Marron, attorney and presi-- i while here
sheet.
He is en route to the Summons,
dent of the State National Bank at Elks' reunion, he being a member of Strbpoe-- a
sheet.
,
every Thursday.
sheet.
Albuquerque, who has been In New that order. Tomorrow he will leave Capias Complaint,
York state for the past six weeks, re-- ; for the Queen City of the Plains and Search Warrant
sheet
WEDNESDAYS &
FRIDAYS
POULTRY
turned to the Duke city last evening. will join Mrs. Jack at Lamy en route
Stock Blanks.
The following Albuquerque ladies north. A special car chartered by the Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
are sojourning at the ranch resorts on Elks' of Silver City and which will
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in" Books
carry a number of them and their
the Upper Pecos: Mrs. M. 0.
40c per Boot
Blanks,
Miss Helen Rodey and Miss lady guests to Denver, will pass Lamy B1"
Ven- ,f Sale. Animals not Bearing
Rose Land, who Is on a visit to Miss tomorrow forenoon and Mrs. Jack will
Recorded
dor's
sheet
Brand,
on
be
board,
Phone 26.
phone 26
Rodey.
sheet
Governor Hagerman is Installed in Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
of
Hon. J. W. Raynolds, secretary
to
Handle
id
Drive
Gather,
Authority
his new home on Lincoln Avenue, havthe Territory, who has been In Las
Animate Bearing Owner's Recorded
ing taken up his residence there last
to
on
a
short
his
visit
Vegas
sheet.
father,
Brand,
Palace
the
He
from
moved
Monday.
to Gather, Drive and Handle
IUC
lUljUUlUO,
,lo,u.t.
to the new home in time to Authority
Hotel
First National Bank of that city, will
Animals not Bearing Owner's Reentertain his father and mother, Mr.
arrive home this evening.
corded Brand,
sheet
and Mrs. J. J. Hagerman there, during
of
sheet.
Certificate
Brand,
C.
W.
of
Terrecent
to
the
this
visit
their
Barnes,
Secretary
CUT PRICES,
city. They
ritorial Cattle Sanitary Board, has re- will probably arrive In Santa Fe durSpecial Ruling Work our Specialty.
We have a quantity of first class
them
for
Blank
Books
Our
turned to his home at Las Vegas from ing the coming week for another visit
speak
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
a tour as far north as La Junta, Colo- to their son. The house, which was selves.
are goiug to close out m the next
rado.
He was absent on live stock remodeled at a cost of several thouBlanks.
Spanish
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
business.
sand dollars, is one of the handsomest Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
the-tito fit up your house when
pliego.
Attorney and Mrs. R. H. Hanna will and most modern homes in Santa Fe. Auto de Prison,
can get the best goods at the lowyou
be passengers for Denver on the Elks' It Is finished Indoors after the most Declaration Jurada,
pllego.
est prices. We will furnish your
pllego.
special train tomorrow forenoon. They improved style, the papering and Fianza Oflclal,
house from kitchen to garret.
You
will also visit in Bowlder, Colorado, painting being very harmonious
pllego.
and Fianza Oficial y Juramento
can pay cash and get a discount or
pllegn.
and expect to be absent about ten effective. The dining room, Is espe- Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
we will give you all the time you want
pllego.
cially pretty, being finished In dark Contrato de Pa tldo,
days.
on easy payments. Call in and see
de
sheet.
Escrltura
Renuncla,
and
for
comfort and
designed
District Court Clerk A, M. Bergere, wood,
our goods.
pllego.
Miss Otero and Miss Anita Bergere, convenience. The cosiest room in the Documento Garantizado,
pllego.
D. S. LOWITZKI,
will leave tomorrow on the Denver & house Is the Governor's study and li- Formula de Enumeraclon,
Rio Grande special for Denver to be brary, which will serve the purpose of Contrato Entrca los Directors y Pre
Lower San Francisco St, 8anta F.
pllegos.
visitors in the Queen City of the a private office. The yard about the ceptores,
res
pliego.
building has been graded and will be Contrato de Combustible,
Plains during the Elks' reunion.
Notas Ohllgaciones, 25c por 60.
sown in blue grass.
Honorable and Mrs. W. H. Greer,
Llliros CerUficados de Bonos, II,
Los Bailadores Elect Officers.
are at the headquarters ranch of the
At a meeting last Wednesday night, Libros (It Recibos, Supervisees de
Victorio Tahoe Land & Cattle Co. at
the members of Los Bailadores club Camlnos, 'Sc.
Apache Tahoe, Grant County, where elected officers for
the ensuing year Hlpoteca tie Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
M
they will remain some weeks.
pllego.
Greer is the manager of the company. and made preparations for the annlv Documento de Hlpoteca,
ersary dance of the club which was Documento Garantizado, extensa for- Surety Bonds- - Burglary Insurance. Investment Business
Mrs. A. B.
Renehan entertained ueld in Adams' hall 106 Palace Avenue
ma entera.
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE. H. M.
Thursday afternoon In honor of Mrs. last night. The following were elect- Certlficado de
Matrimonlo, 10c.
C. C. Sroiife, who recently arrived in
.
ed:
sheet.
this city to spend the summer. Cards
President A. F. Spiegelberg;
vice Proof of Labor,
sheet
and music followed by refreshments president John H. Zook;
secretary C. Lode Mining Location,
sheet..
comprised the afternoon's entertain- A. Bishop,
The former ot Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
ment.
hers of the organization were: Presi Title Bond to
sheet.
Mining Property,
Miss Otero, who has been a guest dent Dr. C. A. Wheelon; vice presi
Title Fxrod and Lease of Mining Prop
for the past ten days of Mrs. N. B. aent rroressor J. K. Williams: secre
sheet.
erty,
Field at the Field Cottage on the tary C.A. Bishop. Upon the unanimous
sheet
Mining Dtied,
Pecos forest reserve, is expected to re- vote of those present it was decided
sheet.
'lning Lease,
turn to this city this evening In order not to issue Invitations to persons not Coal
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
sheet
Statement,
Declaratory
tomembers
of the club for the anniverto prepare for a trip to Denver
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
sary dance, with the exception of the
morrow.
Afflda- of Attorney and
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Dougherty an following who were asked to act as
in
We
Size of Blank.
children of Socorro are among the chaperons: Mr. and Mrs. S. G.
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Bardshar
Inches.
Bhee', 7x8
New Mexicans who are spending the
LEAD
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
summer In Southern California coast and Mr. and Mrs. A. Dlbert. The
'
resorts. They left their home for the dance last night, celebrating the first Full sheet, 14x17 Inches.
existence
a
was
of
2G- - per pad.
the
club,
year's
Notes,
Promissory
west, Tuesday last and will he absent
TEDDY
most pleasant social affair It began "Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
six weeks or two months.
at 9 o'clock and until after midnight,
each.
in
Mrs. James D. Hughes, of El Paso, all had a
merry time. At 11 o'elocV Missouri Pleading Forma, $5.
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING,.
arrived In the city Thursday and Is the club members served punch, ice
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
Charles Wagner, Licenced Embslmer,
a house guest of Miss Bertha Staab cream and cake. The
retiring officers
The two' for 110.
Mrs. Hughes Is of the club announced that the organion Palace Avenue.
'
Mexico
Code.
New
to
Adapted
in return from a lengthy stay at Ex- zation Is on a solid financial basts and
Bhoel
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
celsior Springs, Missouri, and will re- closes 'its first year with a cash balsheet
vit,
main here several days. She Is well ance on hand.
Notice of
sheet
known and popular In this city, having
or Publishing Out Notice
Forfeiture,
a
for
here
1
resident
been
many years.
sheet.
A theater party to the Juvenile MinSchool Blanks.
strels followed by a Dutch lunch at the
sheet.
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Benehan, CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF Oath of School Director,
Certificate of Apportionment of School
was held Tuesday night. The party
NEW MEXICO.
sheet.
Funds,
The New Mexican Printing Company
comprised Governor Hagerman, Secretary and Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, Mrs. has the largest facilities and most District Clerk's Annual Report,
i
sheet.
Edyth Lewis of Albuquerque, Miss modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
Helen Baum of Omaha, Mr. and Mrs. of Printing and Binding In
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
A. B. Renehan, Mark B.
Thompson, style. Manufacturers
of Loose-lea- f
eheet.
and R. C. Gortner.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
In the Contract for School Teacher,
Several friends of John Fielding, Jr., a specialty. Best Book Bindery
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
who for several months was employed Southwest.
sheet.
Contract for Fuel,
Mining Blanks.
as a clerk at the Santa Fe. Central
sheet
Teachers'
sheet,.
Monthly
Report,
Amended
Location
Notice,
office, gave a. whist party In his honor
Prices.
sheet,
at the home of Mrs. McQuarrie on Agreement, of Publisher.
On
or
t .05
sheets, each
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
Palace Avenue, Tuesday evening. The
.1
Full sheet each.................
sheet
Bonds,
Appeal
Grlm-shawon
by Alfred
prizes were
.2
sheets, per dozen
sheet
Attended to.
Business of
and Miss Bessie Thomas. Re Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
.35
sheets, per dozen
sheet
freshments were served. Mr. Field Appearance Bond, on
.65
Full sheets, per dozen
Continuance,
Appearance Bond,
ing left for Kinsley, Kansas, Wednes
1.75
sheets, per hundred ,
.
sheet
day forenoon.
2.60
sheets, per hundred
Bond for Appearance, District Court,
-4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
sheet
Mayor H. O. Bursum, of Socorro, Justice Quarterly Report,
100 assorted blanks take the per
who was to have reached Santa Fe Bond for Deed,
sheet
100 price.
sheet
today for a visit has sent a telephone Bond, General Form,
On an order of 500 blanks, customer'
sheet
message to the effect that he will not Bond of Indemnity,
be able to reach here for a week. To- Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen. business card will be printed under Bl
ing without extra cost.
sheet
day he Is In San Antonio with L. A. Official Bond,
sheet
Phone No. 111.
103 Palacs Avenue.
Hughes of this city in order to make Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
If you have anything to sell, rent or
sheet
a sale of his extensive wool clip to Certificate of Election,
exchange use the "Want" columns of
sheet
The sale will probably Letters of Guardianship,
Mr. Hughes.
sheet the New Mexican.
be consummated today and Mr. Bur- - Guardian's Bond and Oath,

Why?
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A

Is In AlbU'

querqne visiting relatives.
P. A. Roltey and daughter of Russell, Iowa, are sojourning at the Sanitarium.
Miss Elizabeth Phelps, teacher In
the public schools has gone east for
a six weeks' visit with relatives.
Attorney Charles F. Easley, who has
been In Albuquerque on legal business,
returned home today.
Dr. Francis Bertly, of Pueblo, Colorado, who has been spending several
days at the Sanitarium returned home
this morning.
Miss Elizabeth Willey, of Albuquer-- i
que, is expected to arrive In Santa
Fe, next week and will be the guest
lot' Miss Bertha Staab.
Miss tela Taylor of Trinidad, Colorado, who has been the guest of Judge
and Mrs. A. J. Abbott for several
weeks, has returned home.
of Comanche,
Mrs. Ellis AlcCrary,
Texas, arrived In the city yesterday
and will be the guest of her sister,
Mrs. ,T. W. Mayes for a month.
Misses Anita and Stella Bergere
have returned from a sojourn at An- telope Springs, where they were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dlbert.
Mrs. Edyth Lewis, who has teen the
guest of Mrs. A. B. Benehan at the
"Willows" for several days will re-turn to her home in Albuquerque Mon-- '
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carry the largest stock
have the most varied
assortment
show the latest styles
sell at lowest prices
maintain the quality
lead, others follow

--

For any of these prices
we'll give you a full
measure of comfort,
durability and style.

Gales-burg-

Colorado

--

A size and

width for
every
man's foot.
We are sole agents
for the FAY
Stockings.

Nathan Salmon
249-251-2-

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

RASPBERRIES

fl. S.

Chad-.bourn-

PP

!

is COMPANY

Leading urocers.

CUT PRICES!

MHMIIIHMI

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

Strawberries

!

Agents for

KNEIPP

c

MLT

COFFEE

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

General Insurance Agents

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

CHARLES WAGNER

--

Fttftiittwe Co.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS

are as far

Cart-wrigh-

Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Medicine and 6rocers' Sundries.

the

as

representing the

PROMPT ATTENTION MVIN MAIL ORDERS.

PEOPLE

aurTA vn,

M. M.

RIght-of-Wa-

It will pay you to

LEGAL BLANKS!

tee us first before

'mylng any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Hew mexlGO Employment Bureau

first-clas-

and the name "Victor" Is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
Non-Residen- ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large

THE W. A. McKENZIE

Lot.

HARDWARE STORE
Telephone

SI

AND REALTY CO.

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies

228 San Francisco St.

--

Good Location.

Fruit Trees.

I

4

--

Plenty of
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M1MHDPITV TODIPC
Charles Smith, a tourist from Salt
Lake, was In town today sightseeing.
A bran now cook and genuine Mexican coffee, the best ever, at the
Claire Hotel.
C. 0. Rucker, St. Joseph, Missouri,
traveling man, looked after business In
town today,
FOR SALE
The furniture and
household effects of A. C. Ireland 221
Hillside Avenue.
A. B. Coon,-- a
knight of ihe grip
from St. Louis, looked after business
today in the Capital City.
John Goss and C. M, Clark, miners
from Tres Piedras, were In the city
today guests at the Noraiandte.
B. I. Norton, t traveling mr.n from
St. Louis, was ;n tU city tjday and
looked after cooi.neaal busiress.
Seward Shouley, a tourist from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was In Santa Fe
today and visited the Interesting
sights.
Fred Fornoff captain of mounted police returned home yesterday from n
short official business trip to Albuquerque.
Ben Harris, traveling out of Chicago, for a wholeinle mercantile firm
was in the city todiy and called on
local dealers.

safe keeping. He returned home at
noon today via the Santa Fe Central.
The four ton safe which has been
In use at "Our Place" on the west side
of the plaza was moved today to the
Coronado restaurant. It took six men
with crow bars to do the work.
Athens
of
Alexander Mercatl
Greece, J. H. Wade and Andrew
Squln, of New York, a party of tourists, arrived In the city yesteiday and
registered at the Palace. They left
via the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for Denver Ihls monlng.
Soferlno Baca having declined to
accept the position of poll tax collector, Pedro A .Sandoval has been appointed In his stead. Mr. Sandoval
began work today and expects to make
a very thorough canvass for the school
dollar from every one not exempt by

has charge of the properties of the
American Turquoise Company near
Turquesa.
A dance will be given by the Athletic Club at the opera house tonight.
There will be good music and an excellent attendence Is expected.
L. E, Curhigh, Santa Fe Railway
detective, arrived in the city yesterday and registered at the Claire. He
came on official business.
D. M. Thompson and wife of Las
Cruces passed through the city today
en route to Espanola. They expect to
purchase a ranch In the Espanola Valley.
Fred E. Lewis, formerly of this
city tout more recently of Tres Piedras, is In the city, a guest of his
mother, Mrs. J. .1. Davis, on the south
side,
General J. P. Victory,
who has been seriously 111 at St. Vincent's Sanllarlum for several weeks
Is reported on the high road to recovery.
E. F. Wlttman, draughtsman in the
office of Surveyor General Morgan O.
Llewellyn, was initiated Into the local
lodge of Elks at a special meeting
held last night.
July Is starting In to make a record for Itself In the moisture line
this year. Here It Is the tenth of the
month and It has rained every day
so far. Las Vegas Optic.
Dr. Frank Palmer of Cerrlllos arrived In the city yesterday and
t
was Initiated Into the local lodge of
Elks. Dr. Palmer will attend
the
Elks' reunion at Denver.

law.

Frank Bolton, a mining man from
Tres Piedras, last night, became a
member of Santa Fe lodge No. 460 B.
P, O. E. He returned home this morning to make arrangements for attending the reunion at Denver. He was
accompanied by Otto Rosenfeld of
Manistee, Michigan, who also has
mining Interests at Tres Piedras.
A letter received by the New Mexican from Charles Gibson states that
the report published several days ago
to the effect that he and Miss Daisy
Saddler had come to Santa Fe with
the intention of being married was
Incorrect. Mr, Gibson says he Is not
contemplating matrimony, and that
W. B. Childerd, A'biiqu. rquo attorhe was the victim of a fake story.
ney, arrived In tl.e ity yesterday and
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday
registered at th? PMnce. He cam?
with local thunder showers and coolon legal business.
Alexanrter ,stret;t of Quay er weather Is the forecast of the loshoriff
from
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. McXulty, of. County, arrived yesterday
cal weather man today. The maximum
were In the city today cumcarl. He brought a prisoner to temperature
yesterday was 76 defor grees at 12:40 p. m. The minimum
guests at the Palace. Mr. McNultyjbe confined In the penitentiary
was 58 degrees at 4:20 a. m. The
mean for the day was 67 degrees with
a relative humidity of 02 per cent.
Ask your doctor his experience with Ayer's
The lowest temperature during last
Cherry Pectoral in hard colds, hard coughs,
bronchitis, weak throats, weak lungs. Then
night was 55 degrees. The temperaprofit by it. If he has anything better, use
ture nt 6 o'clock this morning was CO
that. If he says Ayer's Cherry Pectoral is all right, then use that. Get the
degrees.
best there is, always, for the best is none too good. Keep in mind this
Five men composing the rifle team
Wfl hnTfl no worfltl! We
J.O AytrCo.,
!
QnH ' r' 0vcr (iO
tow.lf, Hill!
the roimnm of all o'ir nintiome.
of Company F, First Regiment of In-- I
fantry, New Mexico National Guard,
n
will l,...ira in,.trvl,t f
ir
practice upon tho rifle range of that
place for two days. The men pay their
own expenses, which is a good guarantee of the Interest they are taking
In target practice.
The team comprises the following members: First
Sergeant J. H. MoHughes, Sergeant
H. C. McCuIlough, Corporal
Charles
Vlerra and Privates A. T. Reed an(i
F. S .Nichols.
last-nigh-

Cough,

'

T

GREAT GUT
IN

men's Underwear

10

&

llais

10

DAYS

See the Window lot Prices.
SANTA FE HABERDASHRY,

EDWARDJEHLE.

The Inside of the Bank.

ill!

The first consideration looked to in
the orglnzation and equipment of the
working forces of the United States
Bank and Trust Company Is the convenience of customers and the rapid
transaction of business.
The system of accounting and of
handling business is the best that experts can devise.
Every employe is carefully drilled
and Instructed in the rendering of
and painstaking
cheerful, accurate
service to the patrons of the bank.
The officers are always easily accessible and never too busy to give
attention to the business of customers.

AJW TRUST COPAfJY

UNITED STATES BAJ

J. W. Malette, manager of the hotel
and hot springs at Sulphur Springs,
Sandoval County, has an advertise-- j
ment In today's New Mexican. These
springs are among the most celebrated
in the United States and by the use
of their waters many wonderful cures
have been effected. The wagon road
jfrom Espanola to the springs is in
very good condition and this makes
travel over It comfortable and speedy.
The hotel accommodations offered by
Mr. 'Malette are of the very best and
wm tie round pleasing to guests. P.
H. Lease the well known Espanola
gardner who has just, returned from
the Sulphurs and was In town today,
speaks In the highest terms of Mr.
Malette as a hotel manager and of
the .care and attention he pays ' his
guests. The waters used there by Mr.
Lease did him great good and have
completely restored him to health.
P. H. Lease well known
gardener
and farmer In the Espanola Vallov
arrived In the city last evening, from
the Sulphur Hot Springs In Sandoval
County, where he has been for the
past four weeks using the baths at
that resort. Mr. Lease has been a
.resident of the Espanola Vallev for
eighteen years and has made a suc- cess of gardening and fruit raising
there. He has turned his farm over
to his son J. W. Lease who will manage the property hereafter. On Mon
day Mr. Lease will go to Republic
Washington, where he has considerable property interest and where his
wife and children now reside. He expects to make that place his future
home, but to return to the Espanola
Valley for occasional visits. There will
not oe much of a fruit crop in the
Espanola Valley this year, thinks Mr.
Lease, as the one gathered last year
was great and prolific, but vegetables
and cereal will yield rich harvests.

WANTS.
Arrived

Column.

BEHTfiUBBMT

GOHONBDQ

15, 1906.

July
MENU.

OUR PLAGE
otto;retsch
Proprietor.

Wines, Liquors and cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

j

:

OUR LEADER

July 15, 1906.
First mass at 6 o'clock, a. m.
Second mass at 9:30 a, m.
Sermon In English.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
in Spanish.
Can make quick sales if price
At 6:30 p. m. Vespers and BeneIs satlsfacty of following
diction.
The Church of the Holy Faith (Episproperties:
copal) Rev, W. R. Dye In charge.
at
a.
m. Sunday
7:30
Holy communion
School at 9:45 a. m,. Morning Prayer
with sermon at 11 o'clock, Evening
prayer at 5 o'clock. Literary service
Wednesday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock.
All cordially Invited.
First Presbyterian Church.
Mining
Rev. George F. Sevier, pastor
Properties must be large and
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
comof
members
and
of established value.
Reception
munion service at 11 o'clock.
Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p. m.
SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS
Y. P. S. C. E. 6:45 p ,m.
Per"A
7:45.
at
Subject:
Preaching
Ready for Invertment.
sonal Message."
Public Is cordially Invited to worLand scrip bought and sold
ship with us.
All services will he held In the
Hugo Seaberg,
church.
Raton, N. M
St. Johns M. E. Church
Morning
service 11 o'clock Theme, "A Condition
of DIsclpleshlp."
Evening service at
SYSTEM
D. &. R.
7:45, theme, "The Call of God." Sunday School at 9:45. Epworth League
Santa Fe Branch.
6:45. The public cordially invited.
Effective Dec ember 10th. IQ05

WANTED.

Coal Lands
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,

Properties.

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are' In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

SANTA FE, N. M.

Soup.
Chicken a la Colbert
Luttlce

6.

m

The Ne Moxlcan Bindery Is turn8oii)
out some of the most artistic Ko, 426. J41LM
Nu425
Ktuttout
la
the
binding In tho Southwest, it
3 ,30 p
11:00a .., 0..
..
Fa
Ar..
t?auta
In
most completely equipped binder?
12:51 p ,..M..
I.v
Eapauola
l:f.flp
' ,. I2:?fl.r,
,. KruDuuo
the Rocky Mountain Stales Bouth of 2:11 p ., .bit.,,
" ..
Harraua
3Mt ...61..
lliliip
"
is licnrlquarters for legal blanks of all i'Mi i
..ServlllMa.. .. .. 10 9 p
..Tret Pledrat ' .. 10 KW t.
klnils.The company makes a specialty 6:4 pi ...81...
" ., 8:10p
. .Antualtn.
M.,.
necesoffice
" .
In handling land
blanks,
. Alaro
6:41) a
m
,.IW..
8ii p ..an...
" ,. Hi' p
..Pimhl
sary In homestead entries and in minW p
..Ciilo.S rliigi. " .,
4:a..mi,..
eral applications. Prices low, especi- 7:30 a ..406. . Ar, ..Uauvar
Lt.. 1 0..
in
Circulars
giving
quantities.
ally
Trains slop at Embudo for t inei
full information furnish0' n
where good meals are served.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
1
and Intermediate points.
ABOARD!
ALL
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
ALL ABOARD!
Sunday, July lRrh, 11 a. m .,D. & luTermcdiate points' via the stand-arT! Tuun
R. G. K ,R . Elks excursion to Dengauge line, via La Veia Pass or the
consequently your money by
ver; fare for the round trip $16.90. narrow gauge via Sallrta. making the ciaslnS
refrigerator that is built
trip In daylight and pausing
Tickets good returning until August
and in the most modern
20th.
Reduced rates to all points through the FAMOUS ROYAL UORGJ! scientifically
the best one
We caa sel1
styleon
all
Creode
also
for
branch.
points
easieru connections.
l0n tne market today and will guar-Q- .
3. k. HOOPER
P. A.. Denver, Co'lo antee it to give absolute satisfaction
Our "Want" Column is popular,
or weu lane it on your nanus.
of
has on hand a largo supply
pads
You will obtain more refrigerator
best
Rinder
equipped
Largest and
and tablets suitable for school work,
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
the desk, and also for lawyers and in the Southwest
than from any other cold storage box.
merchants; good anywhere. We will
Saves ice, saves money, saves worry,
In
cents
book
five
form,
sell them nt
saves health and saves work. Bookbut will give a discount on quantities.
let for the asking.
ing

.

.

.
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Vegetables.
Mash Potatoes, Cream
Corn
Apple Pie

Kneipp Linen.
Mesh Underwear.

Slaw, Sugar

,

Desert.
Lemon Ice Cream

Fruit
Tea

Watermelon
Coffee and
G. Lupe Herrera,

Dinner 25c.

Ice Tea
Prop,
;

Every Garment
GUARANTEED AT

U. 3. WEATHER

BUREAU

NOTES.

e

'

lt you cannot afford to pay for a
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
creara of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send lo your friends.

PATENTS!

models made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
ORCH-ARDnew and second hand bicyS
BARGAINS IN
AND RANCHES cles for sale and guaranteed.

Santa fe

Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Mlit
North of Santa Fe.

256

Nmui

San Francisco

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES

Works

8t;eet

AND FRAMING

We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Send for Catalogs.

256.

The following orchards and fairai
510 South Broadway
ROWLAND & CO.
fruitful
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
properties In the famed and
ArT. W. EGBERTS'
Espanola Valley in southern Rio
riba County In the Territory of New
0. K, BARBER SHOP
Mexico, are for sale alt a Dargaan,
There are satisfactory reasons for sell
Three First Class Barbera.
finest
tag. The section Is one of the
New
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
In
not
only
fruit and agricultural,
& Best Tabs in City g
The
Largest
southwest
Mexico, but In the
supply of water for irrigation purposes
The
1b ample and staihle at all times.
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney. real estate and
HENRY KRICK
WHOLESALE
Insurance agent, Espanola. Now me
Sole Agent For
leo. The nroperties are;
nd
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
to.
attended
Mails
orders
promptly
RETAIL'
well. bam. and corral; all fenced and Montezuma Ave, 8anti Fe, N. M.
,
under Irrigation; one mile from
38
No.
Telephone
D'ALERS IN
two and a half miles to railroad
acre.
$30
per
station; price
No. 2. FuU bearing orchard of 1,200
!
standard apple trees; six miles from
corral
Kspanola; good house, barn,
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
and pocking house; produced 2,900
Any Flavor You Desire.
last
irrigation
of
year;
boxes
apples
We will deliver Soda Water in any
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
to any part of the city.
.uantlty
mar
and
orchard
No. 3. Seven acre
BOTTLING WORKS,
CITY
'to
mile
town,
ket garden tract, one-haTelephone No. 38.
railroad, po3tofllce, school and church;
room
having
six'
house,
good
barn, corral, cellar and paok- THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
ing house; a highly profltable business

LEO HEHSCq . . .
FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIN, POTATOES,

post-office-

SALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

we cuun i

lf

Mm

YOUR GOOD WILL

ana

8
YUU 10
$2,250.
No. 4.

v.

T,

in VCBOUHJira

,

"ZJ

.

WILLIAM H PARSC.S, Prop.
malllna TnnBOPa p..!- -. n Qanta Ta.

Two Porcelain Bath Tuts.
a specially. Tore
- Hair
tmnroveonH
. ,h.i.
Cutting
rpoa
Class Barters.
meats, has excellent waiter, sneiter,
Bast Side ol Plaza, South of Postal
hay tend and controls several thouTelegraph Office.
land.
fine
of
acres
gracing
goat
sand
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
BOUGHT to any
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
parts In the Counten acres of full bearing apples of
try; send ticket
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
In anil bM iash for It: tran- seven acres of good alfalfa and three 8actIon8 gHaranteed ; association office,
acres garden land, good five roonv rqseNFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave.,
house, well built and finished, querque Ni Mi
'
en-- j
good barn; the whole place almost
of
a
surrounded
hedge
by
boxy'n
tirely
elder trees which serve as a protection
attracfrom the wind aad aidd to the
tiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
:
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
one
No. 6. The "Espanola Gardep,"
The only first class in city.
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
Second to none in Territory.
This place is a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of sevFour first class artists : : :
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
11.50
Electrical Baths
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
.25
Other Baths
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a Parlors Located West 81de Plafa
place to make good money, besides W. H.
KERR,
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring in annually $750. to $900. The
net receipts last year In vegetables
aT11
rult were over 500' Tenns 0MflL
For sale sheep ranch of 520

lint

j

much the largest asset

we havo

in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friendR, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
ean be relied upon" is the very test recommendation we can strive
closed
Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is
is a great
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory. It
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
for.

it our guarantee.

I

KERR'S

Caoital

Proprietor.

r

Dally'

Papers

I

ALL PERIODICALS

..

I

ultt,
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Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
i Watches, Jewelry, Diamond.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
JACOB WELTMER

. .

LIVERY STABLE. I

Forecast for New Mexico.
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
and Sundar
. Fine Riga, Reliable
tlngl
Partly Cloud;
beauties
A fine mess of speckled
with local Thunder Showers aad Cooley
Hack.
Surrey,
Weather.
were received at the Bon Ton from an
Yesterday the thermometer registered old time friend who sent them to the
'Phone Ne. I when In need
follows:
as
that they may he served to Call up
Maximum temperature 76 degrees at manager
In the Livery Line.
of
Anythnli
Call
of
this popular place.
the patrons
13:40 4. m.
Driver
are
Furnish,. RiumiMi
Minimum temperature 58 degrees at and get them now while they
fresh. They have a cook that knows
4:80 a. m.
Rat,
The mean temperature for the 84 how to fix them, and If you want a
hours was 67 degrees.
real treat In the eating line, why Just
'VIM
Mean relative humidity 63 per cent.
give them a call, and you will be
Lowest temperature during last night twice as glad.
55 degress. ,
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, 60
Our "Want" Column Is popular,
degrees.
--

SCDIT7

Parlors

....
......

To-nig-

x7

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES,
We have a full line of Gold Medai
ramp supplies, consisting of folding
rats, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full Hue of tents and supplies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
sizes and rubbers.

-

i

Roast
Beef, Prime Ribs, Juice
Chicken with Dressing

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before

To Our Furniture
Department

'

Albu-adob- e

Sunday Dinner

fine

LAND

Cathedral.

--

WANTED A Cook Two In family
Address Q. K. New Mexican Office.

THE

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Too Late for Regular Want

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.

cnao.

I

Hon,

CLcon.

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
and In order not to carry over for next season they will be sold from now
on at and below cost, riease can ana iook ai mem, no rouuio u ..v.
goods.

.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

-

SANTA

PAGE SIX.

Will Meet

Lumber, Sash,PINOand Doors
Cord

MATSB1A1,

WooJ Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov

Slov

n

Tf" DWeJ

CERRSLLOS
and HAGAN
TRANSFER

Hbl

Htal Kiytfci
Brunei Oftee ad Y4i M ifrrllJti,

So fe.

h

to Any
Part of th Cily:

VUML

aTCWAcir

S

W

JOJW MEXICAN, SAifTA l''E. N. M.

COLFAX COUNTY
MEDOW CITY
TEACHER'S INSTITUTE
NEWS ITEMS

CHARLES W. DUDROW
ALL KINDS OF ECU.

,

H.

at Raton August

20

Con.

Rulon, N. M., July
County Teachers' Institute this year promises to be of more than usual Interest
to the educators of the country. The

session will be held late next month,
and an exceptional program of lectures
and studios have been prepared. Professor Hoenshel will conduct the Institute this year and his experience in
this line will be of much benefit to the
teachers In attendance. It Is believed
a larger number of teachers will be
In attendance this year than ever before.

COAL s WOOD

."0

tor ten

1,'uton ami Mutiero Screened Lump,
Good Commercial Raton Xnt

1

Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Pmirhing, Ivindlins, Onto
mid Curd Wood. All orders vrreivp prompt nnd careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL YAHD.
OFF1

E; Garfield Ave., Neat A.,T.

A

M'hnne No.

S. P. Depot.

S.V

Iag'ellustrated Jewelry Catalog No. 49

Our guarantee of

and save money on yoor purchases.
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing;.
CATALOG IS FREE.

BROCK

&

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

FOURTH & BROADWAY

CAL.

EL PASO ROUTE
w

JEX AS

t

ftBJj

PAC1!

This handsome solid vestibnled train runs through to New Orleans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Ea and Southeast.

TAKE
THE.

NEW

FAST
TRAIN.

I
TRAIN

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

p

m.

NEW

Mountain Time

For schedules, rates and other information, rail on or addiwi,
R. W. CURTIS,
Southwestern Pa$$nger Aytmt,
BL PASO,

. .

Til.
E.

0 Traveling

(hen.

PassengeT Agent,

El Paso, Texas.

P.

TtJUNM,

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Teiaa.

CS3N

SPECIAL

EIKI

BATES EAST

Via
lisui

Pacific Railway

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

mi tars Kept Fresh

ag 6001

11

Eieciric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed

The Institute this

year will begin
at the
North Side school house. Mrs. Rjitts,
of Albuquerque, well known to the
educators of the Territory will have
charge of the primary department
and teachers of the lower grades are
looking forward to an opportunity
to gain much Information in this line
Lecturers will be present
of work.
from the various state institutions, and
will add to the Interest of the ses
sions.
Colfax county has been known for
years as the best Institute county In
the Territory, and the institute this
t
year promises to be one of fie
ever held.
on August 20, and will be held

ALBUQUERQUE NEWS
PARAGRAPHS
Arrests In Mirabel Case.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo stated
that ho expected his deputies
to take into custody before night two
natives near lm Lunas, for which
point Deputies Gutierrez and iMonloya
loft Wednesday night, who are suspected of knowing something of the
murder of Pedro Mirabel, a witness
having been found who stated that
Mirabel had trouble with one of these
men at a bull held in Old Town on
the night of the murder. Miss Manu-elltLucero, daughter of Jose Litcero,
of Old Albuquerque, stated that she
danced with Mirabel that night and
refused an offer from a stranger,
whose name Is being withheld for the
time being, the stranger later declar
Ing that, he would kill Mira'bel to "get.
even."
Sold 175,000 Pounds of Wool.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who some time
ago shipped a large amount of wool to
the Albuquerque Wool Scouring Mills,
has just consummated a deal where
by he disposes of 175,000 pounds of
this year's clip to Levi Hughes &
Company, of Moriarty, the price per
of
pound being in the neighborhood
cents.
twenty-twOther sales In small lots have been
reported during the week, and the
tendency seems to be to accept the
prices offered by 'the buyers, but many
of the larger growers are still hold
Ing their clips for a higher price.
Central Girls Actually Shocked.
At the time the earthquake shocks
were felt at Socorro yesterday morning, Albuquerque telephone operators
of the Colorado Telephone Company
were talking with the operator of the
company at Socorro. Suddenly they
heard the Socorro operator exclaim:
"Goodness, this building Is shaking
like a leaf in a storm!" at the same
time crying out In fright. Later, the
Socorro operator told them that a
large part of the celling in the operating room had been shaken down by
the quake.
Special Santa Fe Officer Resigns.
George L. Patterson, special officer
for the Santa Fe at this point, has
tendered his resignation prepartory
to leaving the city. Officer Patterson
has been with the Santa Fe since last
September and has made many friends
here who will regret to see him leave.
Well Known Pianist Returns.
Miss Mary Menaul, well known in
Albuquerque as a pianist of exceptlon- HI
anility, has recently returned fronj
neuin, whprp sho nas spent two years
in study
Miss Menaul Is the daughter of Rev.
James A. Menaul, the first pastor of
the Presbyterian Church of this city,
and lived here during her childhood
years. After her father's death in
Albuquerque her mother moved with
her family of small children to Chicago, where she has since resided.
Miss Menaul devoted herself
to
music In Chicago, and under the direction of the celebrated
Madame
Zeisler developed Into an intelligent
and skillful interpreter of that marvelous Instrument of music, the
piano.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palace.
Alexander Mercati, Athens, Greece;
J. H. Wade, New York;
Andrew
Squin, New York; Hugo Scarwenka,
Cincinnati; Ben Harris, Chicago; J.
P. McNulty and wife, Cerrlllos; A. B.
Coon, St. Louis; Charles
Springer,
Cimarron; W. B, Childers, Albuquerque; C. H. Colgrove, Raton.
Claire.
W. H. Roach, Kansas City; B. I.
Norton, St. Louis; L. E. Curtright,
Albuquerque; D. M. Thompson and
wife, Las Crimes ; Dr F. Palmer, Cerrlllos; Frank Bolton, Tres Pledras;
Otto Rosenfeld, Manistee, Mich.; Edward A. Mann, Miss Lo(ta Newell,
Alamogordo; J, A. Street, Tueumcarl:
C. O. Rucker, St.
Joseph: E. M. How
ard, ki Paso.
Normandie.
m
n
jouu uohs, ires Pledras; C. M.
larK, Tres Pledras; Charles Smith
eait Lake; Seward Shouley, Cedar
napias, lowa; Antonio Ortega, Espa- uuia a. veiarae. santn
iv.,i.
immett, ai Hilderbrand, Roswell;
uavm Aiiara, tsi raso; J. K. McCon- nen, uenver; George C. Ade, E Paso;
Joe Granlto, Cerrlllos.
T

Ml
H. C.

Trail

SAJii,
J.

POST.

H.

GINET, JR.,

G. W. F & F. A.
1700

Stout Street, Den?er,

I
T.P.Ar

Colo.

1

rrn.

If you do not care to pay for a daiiv
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Mexican Review and get the cream of
the week's doings, it Is an excellent i
J
paper to send-tyour frienda.

Miss Jessie Lockhart, a health seeker from Detroit, Michigan, died Thursday afternoon at the Plaza Sanitarium.
She succumbed to an attack of endocarditis which was superinduced 'by
tonsilitis. The 'deceased was about 35
years of age and had been about one
year In Las Vegas. She was apparently on the road to recovery until she
became 111 of tonsilitis, which was
followed by the fatal ailment. The
body has been removed to Dearth's
undertaking establishment to be prepared for burial and will be shipped
by express to Detroit.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wommer No More.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wommer answered
the death summons yesterday morning at 1:30 o'clock at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. T. B. Savage, 1116
Columbia Avenue. A complication of
diseases, coupled with old age, was
the cause of Mrs. Wommer's demise.
She had reached the ripe age of 77
years last February. She was a native
of Pennsylvania, but had lived in the
west a score of years and in Las Vegas about two years. Mrs. Wommer
Is survived by her daughter, Mrs. T.
B. Savage, and was the grandmother
of Mrs. 13. P. Mackel of this city.
The funeral was held today at 10
a. m. from the chapel of J. C. John- & Son.
Rev. H. H. Treat offl- and burial took place in the
.
npmptorv
n,id Vph-Arrested for Stealing Fireworks,
Juvenile love for fireworks led to
the arrest of three boys named
Miller and Callihan, the first two
being ueven years ofd and tho latter
eight years of age, who were arraigned In the police court yesterday morning before Justice Bope. They were
accused of stealing a quantity of firecrackers, torpedoes and other Fourth
of July noise producers from
the
warehouse of J. H. Stearns, the groc-erSome of the fireworks were recovered and the parents of the little
fellows will pay for the balance taken.
The Miller boy was discharged from
custody when it was proven that he
was an unwilling accomplice, while
his two companions were locked up
in jail for a few hours to frighten
them Into being good and were then
turned loose with a reprimand.
Hen That Laid Golden Eggs.
monster
Upon breaking the two
eggs laid by a Las Vegas hen, two
ordinary sized, hard shelled eggs were
found Inside. The space between the
inner and the outer shells was filled
with albumen, while the smaller eggs
were nearly all yolk.
Fined for Violating Commerce Law.
In the United States Court yesterday afternoon, Judge William J. Mills
found the Santa Fe Railway Company
guilty of a failure to publish tariffs, a
technical violation of. the Interstate
Commerce laws and assessed
Us
fines at $15,000. The Colorado Fuel
and Iron Company was also found
guilty of a technical violation of the
Interstate Commerce laws and fined
$15,000. There were five counts
In
each of the two indictments and
Judge Mills found Iboth companies
guilty in all of them, assessing $3,000
on each count. The total amount of
'
the fines is $30,000.
County School Apportionment.
The county school apportionment
will soon be made and will be about
as large as the last apportionment.
This will help districts 1, 2 and 4,
which need the money the worst.
La-Ru-

.

.

There Is more Catarrh In thli section to
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the Inst few yearn was supposed to
be Incurable.
For a
many yean
doctors pronounced It agreat
local disease and
local
remedies, and by constantly
prescribed
t. King to cure, with local treatment, pronounced it Incurable. Science bat proven
catarrh to be a constitutional disease and
therefore requires constitutional treatment
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. ,1.
Cheney 4 Co.. Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internallyI in doses from
.......
. i 10 drops to a tea- .

Every mother feels

law Mt

REGULATOR

00., Atlanta,

-

The Bon Ton is Just like a great big
happy home.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges

are at your service at minimum rates.

The New Mexican aims to please
the beat element in the community. It
is always bright and it is always clean,
paper to spnd to your friends,
who Is stopping In Santa
Fe for a few weeks has given us the
agency of his Dr. S'hoop's Health Coffee. We would like very much to have
our
customers and others try a
Dr. Shoop

s

...

kl

ANNUAL MEETING.
Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks, Denver, Colorado,
July
For the above occasion, the Santa
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and return at the rate of one fare $lfi.90, fo
the round trip. Dates of sale July
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return
passage until August 20th, Low rates
from all points on the Santa Fe b
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
',6-2-

"
HEALTHY CHILDREN.
There Is nothing better for weak,
Iiuritzen's
puny children than Dr.
Health Table Malt. It makes them
And being
strong, fat and hearty.
can result
absolutely
onlv in good for the little ones.

H. 8. KAUNH & CO.
Phone 26.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 88.

L3al Blanks of eve y description
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re- quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the now law In conspicuous
Stimulation Without irritation.
In each precinct.
The New
Is
the
That
watchword. That is places
Mexican has printed the law neatly
what Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does.
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
Cleanses and stimulates tho bowels
orders In English or Spanish at fifty
without irritation In any form.
cents foe eah poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
as the new law went Into effect on

package of this most excellent cereal
Coffee. Dr. Shoop has found that nervous troubles, stomach, liver and kidney complaints, etc., are Invariably
aggravated by cofTee drinking. To
avoid this, he created his Health Coffee, using pure toasted grains, malt,
fruits, etc. The flavor Is of true Old
Government Java Coffee, yet riot a
grain of true Coffee Is used. Sold by
Cartwright-Davi-

ESPANOLA VALLEY

e

smok-elate-

;

HOUSES TO RENT.
lions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Dfflee west side of Pla2a. ,

Possible Conditions for Fruit
Raising Abundance of Water.
The Espanola Valley of the Rio
Grande beginning twenty miles north
north
of Santa Fe and extending
miles to Bmbudo Is pertwenty-fivhaps the greatest Irrigated valley in
New Mexico. No other valley has a
better climate, soil, variety of 'pro
ducts or more abundant supply of
water for Irrigation. The soil In this
valley Is free from alkali, cold, stormy
winters or excessively hot summers;
It Is shut In by high mountains
and
as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
are
roll by unused. Home Reekers
settling here rapidly and more are
welcomed to ie'lp make this beautiful
valley the best in the Rockies.
For further particulars iu general,
prices of bearing orchards, Improved
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and im
migration agent, Espanola, New Mex

Counter management goes much further than cleanliness.
Our aim Is to serve our patrons with
the best food possible dainty, yet substantial.
To see that they live and sleep in
cheerful, airy rooms,
To surround them by all that Is
pleasant and refined,
And they also have for use the hand-sosorae parlors, library, buffet and
ln& room-

Machinery complete, including boiler and engine for a0 barrel roller flow
mill. Address, Martin Lohman, Las
Cruees, New Mexico,
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnlsned, good loca- -

friend

Ico.

j

$43.65.

Co.

April

One fare for the round trip, dates
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND of sale April 25th to May 6th, return
limit. July 31st.
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
Also on June 25th to July 7th, reMinneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906
For the above occasion the Santa Fe turn limit September 15th. Also Sepwill sell tickets to Minneapolis and tember 3d to 11th Inclusive, return
limit October 31st. I Iberal atop overs
return at a rate of $31.30.
'
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and tlth; allowed.
Fe all the way.
like
Santa
Just
good for return passage Sept.. "Oth
Call on any agent for Information.
H. B. LUTZ,
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe. N. M.
Agent, 8anta Fe, N. M

'

REMEMBERI

Was In Poor Health for Years.
Ira W. Keller, of Mansfield, Pa.,
writes: "I was In poor health fer two
years, suffering from kidney ani bladder trouble, and spent considerable
money consulting physicians without
obtaining any marked benefit, but, was
cured by Foley's Kidney Cure, and
desire to add my testimony that II
may e the cause of restoring the
health of others." Refuse siibtiiutes
Ireland's Pharmacy.

That the Bon Ton Is the only eating
house In the city of Santa Fe that
keeps open at night. The doors are
never closed and you can get. something to eat nt any hour of the day or
night.

1

t. 1905.

PROPOSALS FOK BRICK WAREHOUSE.
Department of the Interior, Office of Indian Airalrs, Washington. D. C June 27,
19116
Sealed proposals, (lainly maiked on
the outside uf the envelope. "Proposals for
Warehouse, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and
addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Alfnlrs, Washington, D. C, will he received
at the Indian office until 2 o'clock, P. M of
July :il, 1906, for furnishing and delivering
the necessary materials and labor required
to construct and complete n brick warehouse with freight elevutor and electrio
light, at tho A biiquerque School New Mex
ico, In strict accordance with oil
tlons. anil instructions to bidders, which
mav he examined at this Office, the offices of
tlie"Clti7,enM Albuquerque, Now Mexico, the
"New Mexican" . Santa Ke, New Mexico, the
the "Ari"Republican". Deliver, Colorado,
zona Gazette", Phoenix, -- rizona the Builders & Traders' Kxchnnecs, at Omaha, Nebraska, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, St. Paul,
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, the
Northwestern M inulacturera' Association,
St. Paul. Miuuo-otthe (J, S. Indian Warehouses, at Chicago, Illinois St. Louis, Missouri, Omaha, Fobraska, New York. N. Y.
and at the School. For further Information
apply to Charles II Dickson. Supervisor In
charge. Albuquerque New Mexsco, C. P
LAKRAHKK, Acting Commissioner.

If you cannot afford to pay Tor a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It Is a IiROPOSALS
good paper to send to your friends.
Scaled

WHAT WE WILL DiY
Whenever yon want an easv shave
8 Bnfl as barbers ever gave,
'ust ca" n w ft our sialon
At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
Our shop is neat and towels are
clean,
And everything we think you'll And
To suit the taste and idease the mind.
First, class bath room. i W. Robert's
O. K. Barber Shop, 217 Salmon
Block,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe. N. M.

FOB WOOD, HAY, liTC.
New Mexico, June IS, 19T6.

proposals plainly marked on the outside of the envelope, "Proposals for Wood
Hay, Etc " and addressed to the undersigned
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, will be received at
the Indi u School until 2 o'clock p. m. of
July II 1900. for furnishing and delivering at
the school as required during the tlsoal year
ending Juuo 0, 1907, about 100 cords of wood,
66 tons of
hay, M.0TO lbs. of potatoes, and 600
lbs. of ground chile, as per specifications
obtainable at the school. Bidders will st ate
in their bids the price of ech article
dearly
to be offered under contract. All supplies
so offered will be rigidly inspected. The
right Is reserved to reject any or all bids, or
any part of any bid, if dremed for the best
interests of the Service Each bid must be
accompanied by a certified check or draft
upon some United States depository or solvent national bank, made payable to the order of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
for at least 5 per rent of the amount of the
proposal, which chech or draft shall be for- 'elted tn the lltiltm! Kt.ntna In mm nnv hlHrln.,
receiving an award shall fall to execute

ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered In larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE US A CALL AND EXAMINE
THEM.

The New Mexican Printing Comnanv
Is prepared to furnish cards de vlsite
FLOOD FROM MELTING SNOW
ji
on snort no-lor lames or
mucom surfaoea of the system. They offer
May be expected a little later on Hen. in firat gentlemen
'
one hundred dollars for any case It fails to
nrvln nr rpndnnnhtfi
but
It
will
be nothing in comparison
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials.
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
Address: F J.CHIiNEY
CO., Toledo, Ohio to the flood of oeonle that will
DB
on the New Mexican Printing, ComSoldbyDr.igBlsti.75c.
TaUe Hall s family Pills for constipation.
present at the grand dinner to be
served at the Bon Ton Hotel and pany and leave your orders.
iLuneh Counter tomorrow for only 25
SUMMER TOURI8T RATES.
ELKS' CONVENTION AT DENVER.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs centa- At no time in the past history of
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
West have as extensive and elaboGrande. Tickets on sale June 1st toj The New Mexican Printing Company the
rate
preparations ibeen made for any
wpremner ao, anal limit October 31st 's prepared to do the best of brief
e
A contlnuous round of amu3e'
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in! work In short order nnd nt very reas- nient has been arranSed for eac,n day
either direction. To Denver and re-- enable ratts.
t.

A steady man for staWe
WANTED
and chores, Inquire Clerk's desk at
Court House.

THE BEAUTIFUL

THE KITCHEN.

You could eat from the Bon Ton
floor.
Cleanliness
Hotel kitchen
counts so much with all of us.
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Finest

j

0,

14, 1906.

FOR RENT Four roomed'furnished
house on fruit ranch In Tesuque Valley. Climate delightful. Low monthly
rental. For particulars address R. G.
C, Box 440. Santa Fe, N. M.

Mother's

CRAQFIELD

JULY

WANTS

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life.
Becoming
a mother should be a source of joy to all, but' the suffering and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, - nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system- is made ready for the coming event, and the
serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
cays many who have used it. $i.oo per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to

Miss Jessie Lockhart Dead.

ducted By Prof. Hoenshel
Good Program.

SATURDAY,

i

j

&LThl"

nn
at the bidder. For further Information apply
d. uranoau. Bupernitenramt.
'

''"

ELKS' CONVENTION AT DENVER.
Amusement Program.
July 16th, Wild West Show.
July 17th, Elltch Gardens, Band Concert at City Park, Automobile rides
about the city.
July 18th, Monster Band Parade of
all bands In attendance.
Band contest at Manhattan Beach.
Lawyers, who desire to
July 19th, Elks, parade and Fireturn $22.55. To Pueblo and return have their briefs printed rapidly and and evening. Parades, music,
works at City Park.
To Colorado Springs nnd re-- correctly and io present them to the!works balls and excursions, as well
July 20th, Excursions to all Mounturn $19.55.
Supreme Court now in session here 'as a wlld est show of steer roping, tain Towns and Resorts.
011 time, should call on the New Mex- - broncho
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agent.
Electrical display nightly, the finest
busting, etc., will be among
lean Printing Company and leave their the attractions.
The electrical display ever given in America.
G. B. Burhans Testifies Aftre Man
In addition to above, entertainments
win ne the largest and finest ever
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO
Years.
shown in America. Special train over of various kinds dally and nightly to
G. It, Burhans, of Carlisle Center,
Don't hesitate to ask for a free
D. & R, G. R. R. Sunday, July 15th, which invitations will foe necessary.
Y writes:
Excursion train carrying Santa, Fe
"About four years aeo P'e of Chamberlain's
Stomach and 1900.
1 wrote
you stating that I had been en-- ! Liver Tablets. We are glad to clve
Lodge will leave via D. & R. Q. R'y
Urely cured of a severe kidney trou- - them to anyone who is troubled with
Sunday, July 15th, at 11 a. m. Pare
"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
hie by taking less than two bottles biliousness, constipation, or any dls- The above Is the title to a new song going July 13, 14, 15 and 16. Returnoi oiey a Kidney Cure. It entirely oraer or tne stomach. Many have been ;rnnr la
in y in nnnitlatlnn txvow ing, any date prior to August 20.
stopped the brick dust sedimen: and- permanently cured by their use. For day. The "Bon Ton" Is the title of Sleeping car reservations can be se
to any D. & R. O.
imm a.uu symptoms oi maney oiaease'"'"" uy an druggists,
ttle best lunch counter and hotel incuref on
disappeared. I am glad to say that!
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining inrgent- popularity. When you eat there once
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
those svmntomB dnrincr th four venroi
have a longing desire to continue
" ""Y, e nm 01 mbea ayoucustomer.
that have elapsed and I am evidently
Herewith are some bargains offered
And
the
still
world
goes
are
Delgado
,
,
making a success of tha
fn,- n,A
by the New Mexican Printing Comestate business? It Is because this on Are you glad?
ommend Foley's Kldnev Cure to anv
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
r"ableaid
property
one suffering from kidney or blalder !,rm !8,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
ln
hftnd8
"eIr
ba
will
looked
trouble." Ireland's Pharmacy.
!jert,
Herewith are some bargains offered bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
!after In a businesslike manner.-Offic:
by the New Mexican Printing Com- Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
west of riaza.
SUMMER
EXCURSION
RATES.
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; AdaptBy way of the Santa Fe Central, E,
of New Mexico, 1897, aheep ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Territory
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to uww
TO SANTA FE, N. M.( bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
via me santa Fe Railway.
forms, $S; Missouri Code leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
From Denver, Colorado Springs and Pleading
for "the round trip, $16.90, tickets good
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
$6; the two for $10; Adapt
Pleadings,
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy- Pueblo the Santo Fe will sell tickets ed to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
at one fare for the round trip. Dates
oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July of sale June 5, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10,
Flexible
Cover
Pockot
and
full Sheriff's
Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
1st to 10th, good for return passage 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31"; August 7, 14,
two
or
Docket,
single, $1.25:
Flexible-Cove- r
Sheriff's
$3;
leather,
21, 23, 24, 28;
until October 31st.
September 3, 18, 25, 27, Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuOn these excursions, rates to Chi- 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16; limit 30
days more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, incago for round trip will be $48.35. St, from date of sale. For particulars Inpreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In- clusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- quire of rny agent, Santa Fe.
delivered at publisher's' price, $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
clusive,
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further
H. S. LUTZ,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws.
call on S. B. Grlmshaw, goner
of New Mexico
Santa Fe, N. M.
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 60c; Money's Digest
al passenger agent
full
$6.50, delivered;
60o; Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, schoolsheep,
full list
blanks.
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
full sheep, $350 delivered;
You can get some bargains ln the Reports,
During the summer kidney Irreguschool Lanka.
full
list
larities are often caused by excessive real estate line right now by calling
Legal Blanks of every description
and conforming to the laws of New
drinking or being overheated. Attend on the reliable real estate dealers,
We print the latest and best news
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
t0 the kidneys at once by using Foley's Hughes, ft Delgado Office west aide
The New Mexican.
of Plata.
the New Mexlcap Printing Company.
Kidney Cure. Ireland's Pharmacy.
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Arrived

6V0E

by CLAUDE PAMAKtS
Covtiriuhl,

Ftitwe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Cut off of Santa Fe R'y

T

i3

Hue, by Homer Spragut

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., ui tho juncAs Brlggsvllle was a towa of 2,000
Inhabitants and boasted a fair hotel,
there had been arrivals there by train
for years, but they were what might
be termed everyday arrivals. Drummers paid the town a visit; men when
looking for an opportunity to go Into
business would come that way; strangers who didn't always unburden themselves to the Inquisitive landlord would
come and go. Each and every guest
more or less public notice, but
dropped out of mind when he dropped
out of sight.
The man who anally arrived slipped
In so quietly that be bad been a guest
for three or four days before It was
generally known that he was present.
He walked up from tbe depot Instead
of riding hi tbe bus aud paying a
quarter extra. lie didu't make a rush
for tbe bar as soon as be arrived. He
didn't cuss the train for being late
or cuss tbe town on account, of the
mudboles In the streets. He took the
landlord Into Ills confidence at once and
explained that he wast in poor healt.li
and might spend a month In recuperating. He ale supper ami then sat down
In the barroom and smoked and dozed
and answered but few questions and
asked none at all, and It was the general verdict before ho went to bed that
he didn't amount to shavings compared
with other arrivals.
George K. .lories, as the man who arrived had iilveii his name, moved about
town for the next week without attraetirig any particular notice and
without any one caring particular'
about bis health. The landlord of the
hotel had just told a friend of his that
.iones was apparently a softy, who had
tired himself out in wondering why a
coffee mill turned to the right lustead
of the left, when he was asked for a
private Interview. He instantly made
up bis mind that .lone wanted to stand
him off, but he granted the request.
In two minutes there was a great
transformation
Jones of tbe sleepy
eyes and lagging feet became as alert
as a fox. He acknowledged that he
had registered under a false name; he
confessed that he was not what be
seemed; be owned up that be was at
the head of a detective agency and
ready to do business with his host on
the most liberal terms. There hadn't
been any crime of any account around
Brlggsvllle for several years, but this
state of affairs could not last much
longer. There would be a crime wave
sweeping along pretty soon, and his
agency wanted to be In It and (make
most of the arrests and receive most
of the rewards.
He was there In advance of tbe wave
to lay bis wires. He wanted to make
of the landlord a detective a real old
sleuth of the first order and he had a
printed commission duly dated and
signed that would be exchanged for a
twenty dollar bill. Tbe lundlord was
to spot robbers and murderers as fast
as they turned up and send In his reports and receive half the rewards.
It did not take the proprietor of the
Clarion over five minutes to decide uu
handing over. His Income from th
detective business would not be less
than $2,000 a year aud might run to
three times that, and his opportunities
for "spotting" were Al.
Of course he was told that looking
wise and sawing wood was the founds
tlon of detective work and given many
verbal Instructions, and half an hour
later be was down In his bar and sizing up three or four old topers be had
known for fifteen years and wondering which ot them was plotting murder. That evening he picked out no
less than seven men to keep an eye on
In future, and it was generally remarked' that be seemed more alert than
usual.
Next day the man who arrived sauntered Into the livery stable. He had
sauntered lu there before, talked horse
for a few minutes and then sauntered
out again, much to tbe disgust of the
owner. This time be didu't talk horse.
The liveryman was all alone, but he
was taken to the rear eud of the barn
to be communicated with. Mr. Jones
bad noticed that he had a head on him.
Jones bad also noticed that he bad an
ye like au eagle aud a perspicacity
that enabled him to tell a borse from
a cow on sight. The liveryman was
flattered. He couldn't help but be. He
had been called a fool often enough
for trying to conduct a livery business
In a county where there were 264 separate, distinct and steep hills and to
find that all the people had been wrong
about It all tbe. time was like pouring
sweet oil on a burn.
After an hour's conversation the man
of horses and buggies gave up $25 and
received a commission to act as detective. He was not to be confined to any
one sort of crime, but could go ahead
and do business with criminals of all
sorts regardless of age or sex. Before
Mr. Jones had left the stables the newhis
ly made detective had made-umind to keep an eye on the landlord of
tbe hotel. He bad long suspected that
counterfeit money was being made In
tbe garret of the Clarion.
The man who arrived took another
saunter that day. He sauntered In to
see Mrs. Bascomb, who kept a small
millinery and notion store. He had
not come for a fall hat or a paper of
hairpins. What he had come for he related In whispers, accompanied by a
confidential demeanor. His agency
needed women detectives. ' A word
caught up now and then as a woman
customer was trying on a hat or buy-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

Old Mexico.'
1,000 buBiuosm and residence' lots,' size 25x140
out with broad 80 and

ing a yard of tape might lead to the unearthing of a great mystery.
Mrs. Bascomb was located next to
tbe postofflce. She could keep her eye
on tbe postmaster. There was a blacksmith shop opposite. She could hare
tbe smith and all his customers under
constant espionage. As It was dull
tunes In the millinery business, It took
a full hour's talking to make Mrs. Bascomb part with $30 In cash in exchange
for a detective's commission, but she
finally parted and was advised to
"spot" all crosseyed men mailing let-- '
ten at night after tbe postofflce had
closed.
During Jhe next week the marwho

W-foo- t

fed,

laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller Mill, rapacity 150 barrels daily; large winery, three hotels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
Us importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot bo estimated.
Mexico.

railroad

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTE.
The lots offered

M.

arj

in the center of the city,, well grad

an3 or

ed (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no

We aeed a first class ltskery, tailor shop, shoe

gravel.

house, jeweler, plumbing auoj.; planing mill, cos-yard, drug store, harness shop, etc.. ete., also
modern

of lota sra

title perfect
ctth.

nd wooi

Irst dart,

hoil.

Our prici

Two-third-

;

low

warranty deeds.

and terms on easy payment;
One-thir-

d

purchase money,

may remaia. on note, with morigige

s

se-

year, with 8 per cent, interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and pries, if you wish to secura

curity,

JOHN BECKER, Pretident,

WJ.

EX PEES 3, MAIL AND

FREIGHT TRATN3 OF TUE SANTA FE WILL GO

BELEN TDWNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

LIMITED

FAST

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East anrl West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galvestoa and
points East to San Francisco, Jm Angeles, El Paso and

the

BEKQER, Secretary.

foT one

fihoieest

bti,

to

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
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arrived was on the saunter ino'nl of the
time Tin two dry snorts merchants
u ml one of tlie grocers refused to buy
commissions on ummnt of ivlltrious or
some oilier scruples, Imt everybody
elne apprnnched bad only to bo talked
to for a few minutes to pay a price. If
they wouldn't pay .f:;u. the price was
'Hie arrest, of
gradually reduced to
a single murderer, tliey were told,
would make tlieui sooil a thousand
times over.
Not less than twenty women were
Included In Mr. Jones' list, and when
he could secure no more clients in the
town he worked the surrounding coun
try. Xot a farmer or a farmer's hired
man turned him down. It happened iu
several eases that both the farmer and
his man took commissions and were
Instructed to watch each other.
When Mr. Jones departed he left
more than a Hundred detectives behind
liim to watch for the coming of the
crime wave. They were to make re
ports to the home office whenever they
struck a clew. Not on their life or lives
were they to give away the fact that
they were working for the agency or
keeping their eyes peeled. Craft, cunning aud silence must be the order of
the day.
During the next two months Brlggsvllle had an uncomfortable time of It.
Every one had a feeling that he was
under espionage, and his feeling was
right. There was prowling about by
day and by night. Men and women sitting In their church pews of a Sunday
glared around In a suspicious manner
and forgot all about the sermon. Boys
and girls of tender years found themselves shadowed aud went home to tell
fathers aud mothers who were shadow'
ing some one else.
It was at a ehureh social that the
grand expose occurred. Mrs. Bascomb
brought It about by charging the cross
eyed cooper with mailing a letter at
midnight. This was In revenge for his
hogging down more than his share of
the Ice cream. In five minutes It came
out that there were about forty detectives present and that each one had
been spying on the others, and then a
scrap occurred, and the police made several arrests. This brougl t
out the whole plot and laid bare the
character of the man who arrived, and
there was weeping and walling and
gnashing of teeth.
That was ten years ago, but the detectives of Brlggsvllle have never forgiven each other. The crime wave has
not arrived, but they glare and shake
their fists at each other. And In some
locality the man who arrived Is arriving agniu and repeating his
free-for-a-

Opera Under DIBcnltlea.
A contemporary account says: "At
the first performance of 'La Traviata'
the tenor, Grazlaui, took cold and sang
bis part throughout in a hoarse and almost Inaudible voice. M. Varesl, the
baritone, having what we would call a
secondary role, took no trouble to bring
out the dramatic Importance of this
short but capital part, so that the effect of the celebrated duet between
Vloletta and Germond In the second
act was entirely missed. Mine. Dona-tellwho impersonated the delicate,
sickly heroine, was one of tie stoutest
ladles ou the stage or off It, and when
at the beginning of the third act the
doctor declares that consumption has
wasted away the young lady and that
she cannot live more than a few hours
tlie audience wsb thrown Inti a state
of perfectly uproarious glee, a state
very different from that uecessary to
appreciate the tragic action of the last
act." No wonder that "La Traviata"
made a fiasco under these trying clr
cumstances! Vet when more adequately performed the opera soon became au
Immense favorite with audiences of all
nations, aud Verdi had no reason to
remember the disasters attending Us
first appearance In public.
l,

Attacks on Hoyalfr.
The king most often and mast seriously shot at was Louis rhilippe. who
somehow was never hurt by his would
be assassins. The owt desperate attempt was made by Fleschl, the Cor
slcan, who operated with au Infernal
machine. He was once Bred upon at
such close quarters that the flash of the
pistol set fire to the bonnet of Queen
Marie Amelle, who sat beside htm In
a carriage. But one serious attempt
was made to assassinate Napoleon 1. It
was with an Infernal machine. Napoleon III. tad two narrow escapes.
One was when the Orstnl bombs ex
ploded around his carriage, and the
other was at the Bols de Boulogne,
when a ball meant for his guest, Alexander I., whizzed by his ear and shot
horse, London News.
bis
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That Ten Acre

Lot
By Donald Allen
Copyright,

by K. A. Whitehead

MMIMMMtMUttiVMMUMM
Jed Wheeler, aged forty and a bachelor, was as well liked as any person
In the village of Flint, lie was neigh-- ,
borly, kind hearted and always willing
to do for others.
Jed's good qualities were in a way
his enemies. He was luzy, and, added
to his laziness, he had a mania for
trading. He would trade horses, dogs,
guns, watches, overcoat or anything
else, and It so happened that the other
.
fellow always got the best of the
He had been left quite a little fortune by his grandmother, but iu the
course of five years he had sold at a
loss or traded with sharpers until all
that was left to him was a ten acre lot
lying Just outside the village limits.
It was as fine a meadow as could be
found In tbe county, and Jed was hanging on to that until some lightning rod
man should come along and trade him
a farm on top the Rocky mountains
when be fell In love.
Jim Thomas, the carpenter, had died
three years before and left a level
headed, economical widow behind him.
She was an old schoolmate of Jed's,
and he had seen her almost every day
for twenty-fivyears, and until the
spirit of love bubbled up he bad simply regarded her as he looked upon all
other women.
He was sitting on the grocery slops
one day whittling when his knife slipped and cut his finger. The Widow
Thomas was just entering the store for
half a dozen eggs when the accident
occurred, and she pulled out her handkerchief and bound up the bleeding
finger. It was only a trifle, but some-boit touched the heart of tbe old
bachelor, and three days later he called
on the widow,
"Martha," he began, "I've got tired
of sloshing around alone and am going
to get married."
"For the land's sake!" she exclaimed.
"That Is, If the woman I waat will
have me."
"Who is It?"
"You."
"Now, Jed, don't come around here
with any of your nonsense," she said.
"You are a good natured man, but you
are lazy. You think you've got brains,
but everybody beats you. It would
drive me crazy to have such a husband."
"I could and would reform. If I had
any one to peck at me I'd go to work."
"I haven't time 1o be poking up a
husband. It's hard to teach old dogs
new tricks. Thank ye for the honor,
Jed, but guess we won't do any marrying."
Jed was crushed lor three days, during which time a windmill man came
along and offered to trade him 5,000
acres ot desert laud In Arizona for his
meadow and cxplaiued that he could
raise 10,000 rattlesnakes to the acre on
the sandy soli and sell the oil for $5 a
gallon to g reuse the feel of bahles
with.
If .led had been in his normal condition he would have closed with the offer at once, but as he was iu the throes
of hopeless love be astonished the
town by turning tbe windmill man
down. Two days later he went back
to tlie widow and said:
"Martha, I bad a dream about Jim
last night. I dreamed that I met him
In front of the blacksmith shop and
that we shook hands and be said he
hoped I'd marry you."
"Oh, you've come about that, have
you?" she asked.
"I have. I'm a miserable man."
"Have you tried catnip tea?"
"Catnip tea? Great heavens! What
ails me is love, and If the Mississippi
river was composed of catnip tea it
couldn't cure me. Martha, If you won't
promise to have me I can't live a week
longer."
"Nonsense. I'm busy with my Ironing, and you run along."
Jed wag now so broken up that everybody began to notice and comment
on It, but when questioned he simply
shook his head and Intimated that he
was not long for this sinful world. He
got up energy enough, however, to
contract to get out a thousand ties for
a suburban electric line, and, hoping
In his favor, lie
this might
e

1
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another vlslt to the widow and told
her of it.
"Now that you see I am going to
work, can't you say yes?" be asked In
conclusion.
"Jed, what do yon come bothering
for?" she asked.
"Became I love yon."
"Don't be silly. I'm making mince
pies today and haven't time to argue."
Jed went away, determined to throw
himself into the mill pond, but when he
reached the bank he met a stranger
who had been poking around the village for a couple of days without telling any one his business. He introduced himself and said that he thought
some of establishing an orphan asylum
If he could find a site to suit. In this
way he brought the talk around to
Jed's meadow. The value of the land
as It lay was $100 an acre, though Jed
had never had a cash offer for it.
The stranger didn't exhibit too great
Interest In tbe matter. He said he'd
think the matter over and perhaps
make an offer. He had no mountains
in Idaho aud no lakes in Europe to
trade, but would be prepared to pay
cash. A day later, while still sauntering around, he met Jed and said that
be could have $1,000 for tbe land as
goon as the deed was made out. The
lovelorn bachelor had started for the
office of the village lawyer to have the
deed made out when be met the Widow Thomas. She noticed his excitement and asked the cause, and when
be had told her she said:
"Look here, Jed, don't you take too
much stock in the orphan business."
"How do you mean?"
'.'You're an orphan yourself, and you
don't want to let any other orphan get
the better of you. Cau you get a horse
and buggy anywhere for an hour?"
"Of course."
"Then let's drive out to your land
and see what kind of a place It would
make for the poor orphans."
On the way out Jed recurred to the
old subject, saying that be was on his
way to drown himself when he met
the stranger.
"Come, now," Interrupted the widow,
"this is straight business and you keep
quiet."
Wheu tjie meadow, which lay along
the highway, was reached the widow
Insisted on walking across it from
north to south. The ground looked as
level as a floor, but near the renter was
a sort of sink hole. In rainy weather
considerable water stood there, but tlie
earth was now dry.
"TJm!" said the widow as she halted
and sniffed.
"Do you mean that smell?"
"Yes. Ever notice It before?"
"Once or twice. Smells as if somebody had been breaking rotten eggs
around bore."
"Get a pole anil lhriisi.lt into the
ground as far as you can."
"Here's one right here, aud someWhat do you
body's been poking.
make of It, Marthu?"
"Jed. you've asked me to marry you,"
she said in reply.
"I have, but. you don't, seem to care
whether you drive me to a suicide's
grave or not."
"I don't know but I'd be willing to
take chances."
"As how?"
"If you'll deed me this land today
I'll promise to marry you within a
month. I shan't answer any questions.
If s yes or no right off."
"Then it's yes. by thunder!" exclaimed Jed as he reached the roadside
fence.

The deed was made out before sundown aud sent away to the county seat
to be recorded. Next day the man
who was looking for an asylum site
called upon tbe Widow Thomas. He
had scarcely mentioned tlie poor orphans when she laughed and said:
"Don't let your philanthropy cause
you to lose a good thing. The ground
up there Is full of natural gas, and
you know It. It's only twenty miles
to pipe It to Chicago. If it's under the
meadow, then it's under hundreds of
acres around here. Go ahead and
make any test you will and then come
back with your offer."
A week Inter he was willing to hand
over $10,000 In cash, and when Jed
Wheeler had seen the money counted
out and the deed passed he exclaimed:
"By thunder, Martha, but that was
Hie only piece of land I had. and when
a piano feller comes along and wants
to trade me a goose farm for the raising of speckled geese, what am I
to say to him?"
"Refer him to your wife," she
as she kissed him for the first
time.
go-ta-

The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, gnins via the Mexican Centra
to either Vera Cruz or Tamptco,
'S.l'NSHINE ROUTE. v,a TOrtiMNCE
thence via the famous Ward Steam- ship Line to New York. The return FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE.
will bo by rail over any line to El
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLf f- Pa.so. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous .Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, cun be made for $122.50. A
more delightful
trip cau not be
privileges are
planned, as
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from ihe date of sale. The
trip includes the City ot Mexico, the
Further infor-"Paris df America."
mation can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Alurdock, Assistant General Passenger Agent, City

Santa Fe Central Railway System

stop-ove-

GATEWAY.

STEAMSHIP

TIC?TS
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of Mexico.

Special summer rates to Los Ange j
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P, & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For information cail on or address S.
B.

Grlmshaw, general passenger agent.
If you want anvtliing on earth

a New

try

Mexican "ad."

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
A. M. ReguI, A. P.
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
p, in.

II. F. STUPIIEN3, W.
ALAN It. McCORD, Cecy.

M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
1, R, A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Mon- day of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
y. m.

S. SPITZ. H. P.
ARTHUR HBLIGMAN, Beey.

Santa Fe C'ommandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
if
W. E. GRIFFIN, E. C.
:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recoriler.

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Tojieka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fa
with the Denver & Rio Grrnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
S. B. ORIMSHAW,
W, H. ANDREWS,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
.

A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, 8nnU Fe, New Mexico. .
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Bantu Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Ancient and Accepted
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
on tho third Saturday of each monit'a
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in
Masonic Hall, south aide ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Bite Free Has ona are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 82.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIQHT, 14, Sec.

r

.

Rubber Stamps

14th degree,

I. O. O. F.

O. O. P.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellowa" Hall, San Francisco street.
Vlittlng brothers welcome,
MAX KALTER, N. O.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
i now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
J TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

i

t

SAME

1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTBR. C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. 3.
R. H. BOWLBR. Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodBe, No. 460, B. P. O. .,
holds Us regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel-

NORMAN L. KINO,
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

1.

R.

FRATERNAL UNION.
ui Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat,
era welcome.
R. I BAiCa, Fraternal Matter.
DAVID GONZALHS, Secy.
MAGGTJI O. MONTOYA,

Treat,

PRICE-LIS-

T

15c
Stamp, not over 2J inches long
10c.
linn
on
same
additional
Each
. . . .
.
stamp,
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over Z inches long. .20c
Each additional lino on same stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .85c
Each additional lino on same stamp, 20c.
o
e
Stamp, over C inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 21c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over ono-hainch or fraction.
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
$1.00
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
lOo
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85o
Dater
line
Regular
Defiance or Model Baud Dater
.f 1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
;
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
HjSJ, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2Jx3, 25c; 2Jx4J, 35c; 3ix6i, 50c;

One-lin-

One-lin-

lf

4Jx?l,

71c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

flEff PEXICAJil PRIftTIjSG
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

CO.

l

SANTA tfM .NEW MEXICAN, SANTA JTE, N. M.
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BArS,

GOCEiyS,

BUTCHER!

?.v''

Grocery

Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone No. ift

Of course
Price reasonable.
best.
RED RASPBERRIES
and
We are now receiving reguular ship- ,.ot the cheapest. Can't be that,
They are best also.
ments of red raspberries.
CREAM BREAD.
coming in good condition. StrawberCost only five cents per loaf and
ries are done for this year.
such a difference,
WATERMELONS.
UNEEDA BISCUITS.
Nice, red, ripe, Juicy melons are
Have a box put in your next order.
now on sale every day. Price 2 cents
Only five cents.
i;jr I'Onnd. ,
JOCKEY CLUB.
CUBE CUT TOBACCO.
Jockey Club sardines have never
Cube cut tobacco Is becoming quite been excelled for a small sardine.
popular with pipe smokers. It does Either in plain oil or in tomato sauce.
not clog up like other kinds. We have 22V2 cents per can.
PAUL PARROT.
lately added a new brand, the "Plaza."
U sells for 5 cents per sack. Qbold
Paul Parrot sardines are large and
snci Continental Cube Cut 10 cents.
boneless packed in so called half sizi

CAMERETTES.
These are little cigars, all Habana
tobacco, packed 10 in a box, at 10c
per box. Said to h the best thing
f',i t'ie n ney ever produced. Try a
box If you wish a short smoke of good
tobacco, and no paper.
VEGETABLES.
a
U is not an easy matter to get
variety of fresh vegetables at this
time, but we usually have a nice selection. Now getting wax Deans, sugar
peas, beets, ripe tomatoes, hot house
cucumbers, California lettuce, radishOur
es, young onions, cabbage, etc.
mist machine keeps them fresh.
JINGER WAYFERS.
I'needa Jlnger "VVayters are packed
In boxes of the Inner Seal type and
are really wafers as the name indicates and not common ginger snaps.
Now per box 10 cents.
FRESH MEATS.
We are receiving regular shipments
of the finest quality meats, beef, pork,
mutton and veal. Quality guaranteed

of delegates to the said convention to which each county is entitled as herein announced, shall be
voted for in accordance with the provisions of said Act of Congress, and that the names of the candi-

dates to the convention and the question in form and substance as herein set forth shall be printed on
the same ballot. And after carefully considering the said Act of Congress, and consulting the legal
authorities of the Territory, in regard to its interpretation, I do hereby recommend that, in order to
election, the ballot upon which said quesprevent the possibility of any illegality in this
tion, in form and substance as herein set forth, and the names of the candidates to the aforesaid convention, are printed, shall be a separate and distinct ballot from that upon which are printed the names
of the candidates for Delegate to Congress, Members of the Territorial Council and House of Representatives, and county officers.
'

Such election for delegates shall be conducted, the returns made, and the certificates of persons
elected to said convention issued, as near as may be in the same manner as is prescribed by the laws
of the Territory of New Mexico, regulating the election of members of the Territorial Legislature, and
the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated by the said Act for defraying expenses incident to the elections and conventions provided

one.

OTHER SARDINES.
We sell, but not for the "best" other
brands of Imported sardines at from
There is a dif10 cents per can up.
ference in the quality of the fish and
In the oil.
WHOLE BOILED HAM.
The Underwoods, the same people
who pack the deviled ham witu tne
little red devils on the can, also put
up whole pieces of cold boiled ham
in cans containing a pound and a halt
of the center cut of the fnest quality

for in the Act, including the expenses of holding the election for members of the Constitutional

the said Act of Congress provides that if a majority in each of said Territories
shall vote for joint statehood, the delegates to the convention thus elected shall meet in the Hall of tha
House of Representatives of the Territory of New Mexico, in the City of Santa Pe, on Monday, December the third, nineteen hundred and six, and, after having declared on behalf of the people of the

No.

ir.,,.ta...

insurance and Real Estate

25 of

in
government to be republican in form, and that the provisions of this Act have been complied with
the formation thereof, issue a proclamation announcing the result of said election; whereupon the new
State of Arizona shall be deemed admitted into the Union on an equal footing with the original States.
The new State shall, until otherwise provided by law, be entitled to two representatives in the House
of Representatives of the United States, and to two Senators in the Senate of the United States.

:

:

:

Santa Fe V.

M.

W.N. TOWN SEND.

IF. AKEES.

In addition to the paramount duty of forming a just, equitable and wise constitution, a serious
and responsible duty devolving upon the members of the constitutional convention, will be that of
providing for the election of officers for a full State government, including members of the legislature
and two representatives in Congress at the time of the election for the ratification or rejection of the

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in onnnection, Side entrance
to Coronado Hotel.

I.

&

Charted with attempting to secure
a ticket to Billings, Montana, and $38
by forging the name of J. M. Connell,

general passenger agent of the Santa
Fe Railway, a telegraph operator giving his name as Mike Lynch was arrested in
yesterday.
Albuquerque
Lynch was arrested in Albuquerque
yesterday. Lynch who had been left
in charge of the Albuquerque telegraph office for a short time, wrote
the following message, which he
placed on the message hook during
the absence of the other operators:
Las Vegas, N. M.,
July 13 ,1906.
Agent Albuquerque.
Furnish Mike Lynch, ball player,
with transportation Albuquerque to
Billings, Mont., and $38, cash.
J. M. CONNELL,
(Signed)
General Passenger Agent.
Lynch, no doubt, Intended to call
later, ask if there had been any advices received concerning transportation for him and secure the ticket
and money and get out of the country
before his fraud could be discovered.
However, those in charge of the
telegraph office became suspicious of
the message and wired Connell for
further Instructions being informed by
him that the order
was a forgery.
Officers went on a hunt for Lynch and
shortly before 4 o'clock he was apprehended.
He offered a bribe to Chief of Police McMillin by asking if the matter "couldn't be squared up." Chief
McMillin told him the only way to
"square up" was to confess, and this
he did. He was lodged in jail and
a complaint charging him with forgery and attempting to obtain money
by false pretenses sworn out against

'

Kill Officer and Soldiers Countrymen
Seize Estate But Dragoons

Prepared.
The new pipe organ recently install
ed at the First Presbyterian church
will be used for the first time tomor.
row, Mrs. Edward Ehle acting as organist. For the occasion the following special musical program has been
arranged:
Morning 11 o'clock
Prelude Serenade
Brago
Response Bow Down Thine Ear
'

Parks
Offertory Andante
Postlude Processional

A. R. Gaul

March
J. Warriner

Hymns Numbers
Evening 7:45 O'clock.
Prelude Communion in G

Seldom in the history of great events has any body of men had more serious questions
Ed, Batiste
to consider than will this body of 110 delegates when they assemble in Santa Feon the 3d day of
Hymns
December, 1906. Much of the future prosperity and success of the new State of Arizona will depend Response Bow Down Thine Ear...
;
Parks
The Anthem The Lord is My Shepherd
upon the constitution which they will draw up and the kind of government they provide for.
Parks
should not be influenced by any passing or transitory considerations. What
measures
A.

constitution.

AKERS

Leaves D.spaleh Calling for Transpor
tation and $38 Didn't
Succeed.

him.
same shall provide by ordinance for submitting the said constitution to the people of the proposed
NEW PIPE ORGAN
State at a fixed time, for its ratification or rejection, and that, if a majority of the legal votes cast on
PLAYS TOMORROW PEASANTS WHIP
CAVALRY SQUADRON
that question shall be for the constitution, that such result he certified to the President of the United
In Presbyterian
Church, Mrs. Ehle
and
States, who, within twenty days after receiving said report, shall, if he finds the said constitution
Organist Elaborate Program

We have nme choice property for the person with small capital and also
for the wealthy. Let us show you our lut of property.
rare

.

Arizona, Unable to Secure
Single Carrier Trouble, at
El Paso.
Douglas, Arizona, is having something of a taste of what the El Paso
postmaster has been up against for
several years. Out there 'they are unable to secure letter carriers, 'because
the salary is not sufficient. The post
master for four months has made desperate efforts to secure the services
of three capable men as letter carriers
and to date his four advertised classified service examinations have teen
unattended. Another Is now booked
for July 14, but no one expects any
entries.
The trouble lies in the salary offered
$000 per year to begin with. As con
ditions are in Douglas at present, It
costs $2 per day to exist, and conse
quently there Is no "hankering" for
the positions offered by the govern
ment.
The EI Paso postofllce has exper
ienced this trouble for years, and no
sooner is a clerk or carrier installed,
than he gets an offer from somebody
of a 'better job and quits. Acting
Postmaster Smith says It is a proh
lem that causes much annoyance In
the west and the only relief Is for the
department to pay better salaries. He
says he has difficulty in getting peo
and
ple to take the examinations
hardly ever has an eligible list from
which to make selections. When
selection Is made, the clerk generally
works only two or three months.
when he gets a better salary from a
private concern and takes it.

small selected hams. The price seems
high until you remember the large
waste in the ordinary nam, Here is
At the Santa Fe postofllce, there
no bone, skin, gristle, or end piece.
proposed State that they adopt the Constitution of the United States, they shall be authorized to form is not a single eligible name either
Per can, S5 cents.
on the clerk or the carrier list and in
POULTRY.
a constitution and State government for the proposed State.
consequence the office is without a
and
Our shipments of fancy hens,
Section 26 of the said Act provides that in case such a constitution and State government shall substitute clerk and in case of an
broilers are opening up very nicely
absence on the force the others must
See the fresh meat counter or Phone
be formed in compliance with all the provisions as set forth in the Act, the convention forming the work overtime to make up for it.
49.

iTKa.nuiai..'
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Con-

vention.

Section

they adopt

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

Offertory

Voluntary

... H.

Harding

Hymn 213.
they decide upon, if it is good, will live for generations in the hearts of a grateful people; if it is bad, Solo City of Refuge
C. E. Baer
(Alan R. McCord)
will cause discord and trouble for many years. It behooves the people of every part of the Territory,
Hymn 206.
for their own sakes, for their children's sakes and for the sake of their children's children, to see to Postlude March in B Flat. . . .E.

J

Silas-Mrs-

it that only the best men in each county, the men most eminently qualified by high character, learning,
convention, so that not only
training and experience, are selected for delegates to this
our present but our future welfare may be safeguarded.
With all earnestness, therefore, I urge upon the people of New Mexico, whatever may be the
local questions or issues, influencing the selection of candidates for county or territorial offices, to let
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E. H. Ehle Organist.
Alan R. McCord Chorister.

TAFT MAY VISIT
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
But Should He Oo So, it Would Have
No Bearing on His Future
In Politics.
Washington, D. C, July 14 In ans-
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To Be Built at Roswell As Annex
St. Mary's Sanitarium-Twe- lve
Rooms.

to

Roswell, N. M., July 14 A 12 room
hospital for consumptives is to be
built as a seperate annex to St. Mary's
hospital here. The Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother are having plans
drawn for it and expect to have it
completed, ready for tuberculosis patients, by fall.
T. F. Cazler of Roswell, who
had
a large contract on the Hondo reservoir and completed it In good time
and excellent shape, has gone to Carlsbad to take charge of some work
being done there by the reclamation
service on the Carlsbad dam.

dication that
the offer of a place on the supreme
public,
court bench, Secretary Taft today said
been granted, nearly one ninth of the whole area of the proposed State, amounting to nearly seventeen he had received an invitation from
the Filliplnos to be present at the
million acres, together with five per centum of the net proceeds of the future sale of public lands lying opening of the first native assemble
next June. So far, he had not come
within said State, and over and above all, the sum of five million dollars to be invested in trust for the to any decision but It might he stated
his decision would have no effect
benefit of said schools. In addition to this, 2,184,000 acres are granted for the benefit of various State that
whatever upon his political or judicial
future. In other words he might as a ELKS AT SILVER
institutions.
justice, visit the Islands quite as well
CITY LAY CORNERSTONE.
For more than fifty years the people of New Mexico have been eagerly seeking and urgently as while he occupied the office of secr-tarof war.
Sliver City July 14 The foundation
State,
demanding from the National Congress legislation to enable them to become a
for the elegant new Elks' opera house
and club rooms has been completed
and this Act which they are now called upon to accept or reject extends to them the first opportunity
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
and they are making arrangements for
I commend a
a big time when the cornerstone Is
they have ever had of securing the boon that every free American citizen desires.
laid, which will be within the near
Established.
Service
Star
New
Mexico.
in
careful reading of the whole enabling Act to every voter
Star route service will be estab- future.
lished on August 1, between Magda
Done at the Executive Office this the 14th day lena and Puertecito, Socorro County, OIL IS STRUCK AT
AVALON DAM.
omitting the postofllce of Burley, disof July, A. D, 1906.
Carlsbad, N. M July 14. Oil was
continued, thus shortening the route
struck Thursday at a depth of 150
$EJlne
my hand and the great seal of the by nine miles.
feet in a well being bored toy the
United States for water near the Ava-loCARLOAD OF SILVER
Territory of New Mexico,
irrigation dam.
CITY ELKS TO DENVER.
The oil Is pronounced by experts on
Pull14
A
N.
Silver
M.,
July
City,
HERBERT J. HAGERMAN.
man load of Elks left this city today the ground to foe of high grade.
for Denver. The Silver City Elks' car
Governor:
the
By
Legal blanks of every description,
will at Albuquerque j attached to a
special trainload of Elks bound for and conforming to the laws of New
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Denver made up from Albuquerque Mexico, are on hand and tor sale by
tha New Mexican Printing Company.
and other towns in the southwest.
of New Mexico.

common schools,

there is set aside, including such sections as have heretofore

,
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Interfere.
Tscherkassy, Tver Province, July
14. A squadron of cavalry was beaten here today in an attempt to disperse a meeting of 4,000 peasants and
factory employes. An officer and
three soldiers were killed, and a
number wounded.
Dragoons Disperse Band of Peasants.
Tula, Russia, July 14. A detachment of dragoons today attacked a
band of peasants who had taken possession of the estate of M. Evrienoff
and killed two, wounded a dozen and
dispersed the band.
Shah Not Told of Street Fights.
Teheran, July 14. A sharp street
fight occurred here yesterday between
troops and a prociession of student
malcontents In which twelve students
and two soldiers were killed. The activity of the authorities has tended
somewhat to restore confidence and
shops were opened today. The mullahs, however, are still in the great
Mosque. The opinion prevails that the
true state of affairs is hidden from
the Shah.

HOSPITAL FOR
CONSUMPTIVES

the paramount considerations in the selection of delegates for this convention, be the honesty, integrity,
wer to a direct question whether or
ability, experience and sincerity of the candidates.
not he intended to visit the Philippine
No enabling act ever passed by the Congress of the' United States, was so liberal in the grants Islands next spring and if so whether
that decision might be taken as an Inof land and money for educational and institutional purposes as is this one. For the support of free
he Intended to decline
n
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JULY 14, 1906.

TELEGRAPH OPERATOR
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HUGHES & DELGADO.

bargains
Office West Side of Plaza,

DELEGATES

loft of the work "Yes," and those desiring to yote in the negative shall place a cross mark in the square
to the left of the word "No." And I do further order that in each county of the Territory, the number

tins. Per tin 10 cents. These tins
are twice the size of the ordinary

HUGHES.

LEVI

CONVENTION

Cougias,'

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
No. 250 San
Telephone No. 4.

PROGLA 1 MING ELECTION

SATURDAY,

y

i

HO

FOR TI(E

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH

g

n

Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

)

if
f!"

f

frl'i

SULPHUR SPRINGS, N. M.

Secretary

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

A GOOD

MARKET REPORT.

You'll Have to Hurry

MONEY AND METALS.
arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
New York, July 14. Money on call
assortment of Mexican drawn work. nominal, no loans.
silShe needed money and we bought all
Prime mercantile paper 5l-2- ;
she had. Come quick and get. the ver 651-2- .
first pick.
New York, July 14. Lead and copper unchanged and quiet.
St. Lcuis. Julv
quiet
THE ORIGINAL
A lady

just from

Mexico

5.85.

OLD i CURIO

: STORE

J. 8. CANDELARIO, PROP.'
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

We Are Headquarters

sortment
CURIOS

for the

Best As-

of

AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios in the United Staes.

In-

14. Wheat,
July
Chicago, July
77
Sept. 78
Sept. 617-8- .
Corn, July 513-4- ;
35.
38;
Sept.
Oats, July
Pork, July $18,621-2- ; Sept. $17.30.
Sept. $9.10.
Lard, July $8,971-2- ;
Ribs, July $9,421-2- ; Sept. $9.40.
MARKET.
St. Louis, July 14. Wool steady and
WOOL

unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
Atchison 861-8- ; pfd. 99.
New York Central 129.
Pennsylvania 125.
Southern Pacific 64

Union Pacific 1415-8- ; pfd. 93.
Amalgamated copper 93
Steel 331-8- ;
pfd. 1001-2- .
LIVE 8TOCK.
Kansas City, July 14. Cattle' receipts 200, steady; native steers $4
6.10; southern steers $2.765; southern cows $23.50; native cows and
heifers $25.40; stockers and feeders $2.754.25; hulls $2.404; calves
$2.506; western fed steers $3.75
5.80; western fed cows $2.504.50.
Sheep receipts, nominally steady;
muttons $56.25; lambs $68; range
wethers $56; fed ewes 4.505.60.
Chicago, July 14 Cattle reciipts
700 steady.
Beeves $4.15$6.25; cows
and heifers $1.30$5.40; stockers and
feeders $2.60$4.40; Calves at $5
$6.75;
Sheep receipts 2,000 steady.
Sheep $3.20$6.10; Yearlings $5.75
$6.60; Lambs $5$8.
AUTHORS OF
LETTER
Albuquerque,
named Daniel

were arrested la this city yesterday
Under the charge of criminal libel In
connection with the fight between the
two factions in Bernalillo County represented by La Bandera Americana,
the Hubbell publication and La Opinion Publica, which voices the sentiments of the
division.
Daniel gave bail while Campos waived examination, refused bail and was
committed to jail to await the convening of the grand jury. The libel
charge Is based on a letter recently
published in the La Bandera Americana, signed by the defendants and others, criticising the conduct of the
Barelas election held on June 4, for
school directors.
AMERICAN

WOMAN WINS
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP.

Newport England. July 14 In the
final of the woman's lawn tennis
tournament for the championship of
LA BANDERA
ACCUSED OF LIBEL. Wales, today Miss Sutton of CaliforThe
60.
N. M., July 14 A man nia beat Miss Garflt,
and Frutoso Campos American thus retains the title.
6--

.

Chamberlain's
Colic Cholera

SQUARE

MEAL.

Makes a man feel at peace with the
whole world. You can get it at the
Bon Ton Hotb! and Lunch Counter.

& Diarrhea Remedy

Almost every family has need
of a reliable remedy tor colic or
diarrhea, at tome time during the

J. M.

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours':

f

year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have told it for
many years and know hi value.
It has received thousands of
ttstirnociali from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by
with the most satisfactory
.

phy-tici- ani

remits.

v

It has often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
er a physician summoned.
It only costs a quartet. Caa
you afford to risk so much far to
EttU?
BUY IT NOW.

1

tn

3

m., except Wednesday

p.

and Suuday.
i

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number of patients
New operating rooms completely
with modern Instru-- ,

equipped
ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
Radiographic work.
Violet Bays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

